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ABSTRACT 

With the rapidly increasing rate of urbanization worldwide especially in high seismic 

regions, researchers and engineers are seeking cost-effective building systems that are sustainable 

and can achieve superior seismic performances. Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) is an engineered 

wood based material which is known as a suitable wood product for tall building construction 

because of its robustness and enhanced fire performance. However, the traditional CLT platform 

shear wall lateral system is susceptible to damage at their connections during strong earthquakes, 

one of the potentially viable solutions to avoid connection damage in strong earthquakes is to 

implement inter-story isolation system in multi-story CLT buildings. Application of such a system 

leads to elongated building natural period, shifted lateral displacement demands, and increased 

amount of damping. This concept has been used in both steel and concrete structures but not yet 

in any wood buildings. Traditional light-framed wood building has a height limit of 4~5 stories 

which inter-story isolation is not beneficial or necessary. Only until recently, CLT material enables 

the construction of tall wood buildings that can fully utilize the benefit of inter-story isolation. The 

objective of this study is to apply performance-based seismic design methodology for inter-story 

isolated tall CLT buildings to explicitly target desirable wood building drift and isolation 

deformation levels. Thus, a generalized Direct Displacement Design (DDD) philosophy for inter-

story isolated CLT buildings was outlined to provide different levels of performance against 

moderate to strong earthquakes. The proposed DDD approach was developed and implemented 

with two examples of different building heights. The examples include a 12-story CLT building 

representing mid-rise construction, and a 20-story building representing tall wood construction. 

The resulted design was validated using numerical simulation with an existing software package 

validated through large scale shake table tests. It is discovered that for the height range currently 
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planned for wood construction, having just one isolation layer can provide reasonable level of 

damage mitigation. This study also provides insight into the widely used DDD approach on a 

fundamental level. A specific study on the uncertainty in current DDD procedures applying to 

linear and nonlinear structural systems was conducted. The research work result was disseminated 

as peer-reviewed publications that have been published or in the process of preparation.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

Large earthquakes can cause tremendous economic loss and casualty. As a matter of fact, 

the failure of buildings during earthquakes is the main cause of the economic loss and fatalities. 

Poor performance of buildings during earthquakes can be contributed to inadequate strength and 

ductility due to poor construction, inadequate detailing, and sub-standard building systems. Many 

of the problematic structures during earthquakes are existing construction from early times when 

modern design codes were not in place to guide design. Newer buildings built in compliance with 

the up-to-date seismic design codes can typically ensure occupants’ life-safety under design level 

earthquakes. Based on the ductile design philosophy popular in most of the modern seismic codes, 

these buildings still sustain significant damage in large earthquakes, with some even become 

inhabitable after a major event, but should not collapse. The code-compliant building design is 

expected to ensure life-safety, without explicit requirements on damage mitigation.  

Furthermore, the need for residential and commercial buildings is increasing with increased 

level of urbanization. Thus, in addition to enhancing the performance of the buildings against 

earthquake casualties, there is a societal need to provide higher seismic performance levels in 

buildings than what is required by existing codes. Resilience is a seismic performance target that 

has attracted major research interest in recent years. It is defined as the ability to recover from 

earthquake-induced damage (both structural and non-structural) in a reasonably short period of 

time. In its ultimate form, resilience stands for damage-free building response in earthquakes. It is 

worth noting that resilience does not necessarily mean elastic design, especially for tall building 

structures. Elastic design can result in very large building components and become uneconomical. 
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In addition, large scale shake table tests have showed that acceleration amplification in a close-to-

elastic design can be very large and cause damage to occupants and contents. If designed correctly, 

seismic isolation is a potential candidate for resilient design that limits both building damage and 

acceleration amplification. In this study, a resilient inter-story isolation system was applied to a 

new type of wood tall building. The objective of this study is to develop a performance-based 

(displacement-based) design method for this new resilient building type and validate the design 

using numerical simulation. It is expected this new building type can be cost-effective and enable 

fast construction with an environmental-friendly material. The study will also investigate the 

fundamental level of uncertainty and accuracy associated with direct displacement design, which 

was widely used in the performance-based seismic design research community. 

1.1 Background 

The majority of the residential buildings in the U.S. are wood frame structures due to its 

cost-effectiveness and architectural flexibility. However, current building codes only allow light-

framed wood buildings to be constructed up to six stories, with more restrictions in local building 

codes in high seismic region (Pang et al., 2009). Currently, there is increasing demands for higher 

density residence buildings in urban regions as population grows in these areas. During the past 

decades, high-rise buildings in the range of 10-20 stories were exclusively built with steel and 

concrete materials. Entering the 21st century, a new wood-based construction material, Cross 

Laminated Timber (CLT), provided another material option to build tall buildings (USA CLT 

Handbook, 2013) due to its potential of providing better fire performance than traditional light 

framed wood construction. However, structural (especially seismic) design methodology for CLT 

construction has not been comprehensively codified in North America.  
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Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) panels are made out of layers of lumber boards stacked 

crosswise and bond together using adhesives on their wide faces (typical CLT manufacturing does 

not require side glue). This innovative wood product was initially utilized in Austria and Germany 

in the early 1990s and is being more popular in residential and commercial applications in all 

around the world. Besides adhesives, nails or wooden dowels can be used to attach the lumber 

boards together but it is less commonly seen. A cross-section of a CLT element consists of least 

three glued layers of lumber boards placed in orthogonally alternating orientation to the adjacent 

layers. In special situation, layers might be placed in the same direction to offer a double layer 

either in outer faces (or at the core) of the panel to achieve higher one-way bending capacity (or 

compression capacity). CLT panels are produced with an odd number of layers starting with three 

layers. In particular, thickness of a lumber may vary from 5/8 inch to 2.0 inches (16 mm to 51 mm) 

and the width may vary from about 2.4 inches to 9.5 inches (60 mm to 240 mm) individually. In 

larger perspectives, the panels are assembled with modular widths which typically are 2 ft. (0.6 

m), 4 ft. (1.2 m), 8 ft. (2.4 m) and 10 ft. (3 m) while the thickness can be up to 20 inches (508 mm) 

and length can be up to 60 ft. (18 m) considering transportation limitations. Lumbers in wall panels 

are normally layered so that the outer layers are in parallel orientation to the gravity load to 

maximize the vertical load resisting capacity and similarly lumbers in floor panels are oriented to 

the major span direction.  
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Figure 1.1 CLT panel configuration and different cross sections (USA CLT Handbook, 2013).  

CLT panels are categorized as engineered wood panels (sometimes also called mass timber 

panels) and are relatively new building component in U.S. construction. It is intended to serve as 

a cost-competitive solution for tall buildings in the range of 8 to 20 stories when compared to 

concrete, masonry and steel materials that are currently used. During its early years, typical single-

family buildings as well as multi-story buildings were built in many European countries. The 

experiences of using CLT in building constructions in the Europe and other locations like Australia 

revealed many advantages of this product associated with the high level of prefabrication, lighter 

weight than concrete and steel, and good thermal and sound insulation performances. Compared 

to light frame wood construction, in addition to better fire resistance, CLT panels have increased 

load bearing capacity, in-plane and out-of-plane shear, and bending strength. The prefabrication 

also allows for better construction quality control and ease of on-site inspection. Additionally, 

cross-laminating provides improved dimensional stability to the product which allows long walls, 

wide floor slabs, and giving it two-way action capabilities similar to a reinforced concrete slab 

(USA CLT Handbook, 2013).  
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CLT panels were typically used as both load bearing walls for gravity and shear walls to 

resist lateral loads. A number of research projects were conducted from early 2000s mostly by 

European researchers to investigate lateral performance of CLT shear walls. A summary of these 

research can be found in Pei et al. (2015). These early research, together with some additional 

testing conducted in Canada demonstrated that appropriate seismic performance can be obtained 

on CLT walls using nails or slender screws with steel L-brackets to connect the walls to the floors. 

Given appropriate panel aspect ratio and design, CLT shear wall can provide ductile failure 

mechanism in connections instead of a brittle failure in the panel itself. The application of hold-

downs at each end of the wall would enhance its seismic performance. Given the robustness of the 

CLT wall panel itself, it is unlikely for a panelized platform CLT building to develop soft story 

failure mechanisms even under severe damage to the CLT wall-to-floor connectors (USA CLT 

Handbook, 2013). 

According to such interesting characteristics of CLT buildings, it is believed by many 

engineers and architects that CLT can be a suitable material for mid to high-rise buildings that can 

achieve earthquake resilience. Currently the tallest all-wood building built in seismic region with 

CLT wall lateral system is the Forte building in Melbourne at 10 stories. The tallest wood building 

using CLT is the 18-story student dorm structure at University of British Columbia, with a 

reinforced concrete core as the lateral force resisting system. 
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Figure 1.2 Construction procedure and complete view of Forte, 10th story CLT building in 

Melbourne, Australia (Forte Building Australia, 2010). 

In fact, most of the existing CLT building (completed by 2016) are located in low seismic 

regions or utilizing non-wood solution for lateral force resistance. The current understanding of 

CLT building seismic behavior is still limited, let alone CLT systems that can achieve resilient 

seismic performances. A comprehensive literature review for existing seismic research on CLT 

building system up to 2014 can be found in Pei et al. (2015). Past studies highlighted the challenge 

in obtaining ductility in CLT lateral system without incurring connection damage. This is mainly 

due to the fact that the CLT panel itself is very rigid and the only source of ductility in current 

CLT construction style is plastic deformation of connections. This characteristic makes it difficult 

to achieve high level of performance, such as resilience, in tall CLT buildings. Following 2015, a 

research project on resilient CLT rocking wall system was conducted seeking a different way of 

ductile and resilient CLT system (NHERI Tall Wood). But the rocking wall concept only applies 

to balloon framing configuration and cannot be applied to platform CLT construction easily. This 

study proposed an alternative way to introduce ductility for tall CLT buildings in high seismic 

regions while maintaining resiliency of the system. It is proposed to install laterally deformable 

diaphragms as isolation layers along the height of the building to accommodate deformation 
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demands and keep other CLT stories free of damage. In other words, it is an inter-story isolation 

concept that were used in earlier studies on concrete and steel systems.  

1.2 Objectives of the Study 

The majority of the wood frame structure, even those are built in high seismic regions, are 

designed based on current force-based design codes to meet strength criteria using Allowable 

Stress Design (ASD) or Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) method. The limitation in 

some form of the force-based design methods is the fact that it is a component-based design 

methodology that only ensures performance of individual components, not the entire building 

system. In order to truly achieve resilience, it is necessary for the designers to perform more 

advanced analysis of the whole structure to implement Performance-Based Seismic Design 

(PBSD) method. The modeling and analysis procedure of the wood structure systems may involve 

very complicated simulations due to the amount of structural components and connections 

involved. If the ductility of the system was to be considered in seismic design, suitable wood 

building models can involve thousands of elements and connections that are not linear. These 

models often take a long time to set up, debug, and simulate even with modern day computers. 

They are suitable for research but are not viable for typical design office work. Thus, practical 

techniques are needed to allow designers to evaluate expected structural ductile performance under 

seismic loading and compared them to defined target limits without performing fully dynamic 

modeling and analysis. This study presents a generalized Direct Displacement Design (DDD) 

procedure for tall CLT buildings comprising deformable floor(s) at any arbitrary levels. The DDD 

approach used in the design of inter-story isolation systems is similar to the DDD method utilized 

in existing literatures introduced in following chapters, but it has been modified to adopt isolation 
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layers' design according to the target displacement limits. The benefit of using this design approach 

is that there is no need to perform complicated modeling and nonlinear simulation.  

Resilience is a system level performance criterion that can be designed for in a 

performance-based seismic design framework. Traditionally, performance-based seismic design 

procedures are formulated so that the resulting design can achieve different performance levels in 

different hazard conditions. In other words, different seismic hazard levels are paired with different 

performance expectations. Although the ultimate objective is to control damage, the earthquake-

induced damage is linked to the deformation (i.e. displacement) of the building during an 

earthquake. Inter-story drift, which is the lateral deformation within a given story divided by the 

story height, was discovered to correlate strongly to the damage sustained by the structural and 

non-structural building components. Thus, the resilience targets of a design procedure can be 

represented by target drift/displacement limits in building structures in Direct-Displacement 

Design (DDD) method (Pang et al., 2009). Different from the existing DDD procedure utilized for 

traditional wood frame buildings, the isolated CLT building has a predominant deformation mode 

characterized by concentrated isolation layer drift. Also, the drift/displacement limits for the 

isolation layer and regular CLT story are different. The main objective of this study is to develop 

a generalized DDD procedure to make high-rise CLT buildings with inter-story isolation system(s) 

meet the pre-defined performance requirements. Thus, in order to satisfy these requirements, an 

architype floor plan was established with different heights. An existing approach on platform CLT 

wall modeling was utilized to determine the stiffness and strength characteristics of the CLT stories 

in those typical buildings (Popovski et al., 2011). Then, the DDD approach developed by Priestley 

(2007) and later refined by Pang et al. (2009) was modified in the way to be able to accommodate 

isolation layer properties design. To do that, the isolation layer, the building system above and 
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below the isolation layer, were considered as individual degrees of freedom in the DDD design 

procedure. The method, floor plan and different building configurations (i.e., the stiffness and 

strength properties and location of isolation layer) were validated through nonlinear time history 

analyses for various seismic hazard levels using SAPWood (Pei et al., 2010). Furthermore, a set 

of deterministic displacement estimation studies were performed to evaluate the accuracy of 

traditional DDD method from a case-by-case standpoint with earthquake-induced uncertainty 

removed. 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of 6 chapters. Chapter 1 is an introductory to the motivation of this 

study in addition to the necessity of working on this research. Chapter 2 presents different types 

of lateral resisting system in tall building during earthquake and introduces the inter-story isolation 

concept for high-rise timber buildings. Chapter 3 discusses the development of a Performance-

Based Seismic Design (PBSD) method for inter-story isolated tall wood buildings. A generalized 

displacement method is presented to design an inter-story isolation system among the height of the 

timber buildings. It also summarized a sensitivity study on the influence of the different scenarios 

on the response of the isolation layers. Chapter 4 includes the design examples and their numerical 

validations through Non-linear Time History Analyses (NLTHA). Chapter 5 investigated the 

effectiveness of DDD procedure applied to a deterministic ground motion input scenario. Chapter 

6 provides conclusions of the study along with the contribution of the research to tall CLT 

construction. Recommendations for future directions of research investigation were summarized. 

The thesis listed the references used in the end as well as appendices including the SAPWood 

simulation procedure utilized to conduct the analysis and design.   
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CHAPTER 2  

LATERAL FORCE RESISTING SYSTEM OPTIONS FOR MULTI-STORY 

WOOD BUILDINGS 

Lateral forces act on a building structure come mostly from wind and earthquake loading 

events. There are also earth or hydraulic pressure on retaining walls, basement walls, or dams 

acting laterally but are not typically a control factor for tall building design. The intensity of those 

types of lateral loads depend on physical shape of the structures, lateral system used in the 

buildings, and the location of the structure. The effects of wind and earthquake loads are dynamic 

in nature, but they can be considered for buildings with normal configurations using simplified 

code formula (such as Equivalent Static Analysis) in design. But for special building 

configurations where the simplified calculation does not apply, complicated modeling through 

computer simulation is typically needed to demonstrate the adequacy of the design through 

alternative approaches in addition to Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure (ELFP) such as nonlinear 

response history analysis, response spectrum analysis, seismic design of base isolated structures, 

seismic design of structures with damping device, and investigation of soil-structure interaction 

for seismic design (ASCE 7, 2016).  

In Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure (ELFP), response is defined by two modes: the 

fundamental mode and the residual mode. The residual mode is used to approximate the combined 

effects of higher modes. Although typically of secondary importance to story drift, higher modes 

can be a significant contributor to story velocity. On the other hand, in response spectrum analysis, 

higher modes effects are explicitly evaluated. 
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When simplifying nonlinear response with a linear system, a work-energy approach can 

typically be used. In the work-energy approaches, where forces are resisted by nonlinear behavior 

upon the ductility of structure, the initial stiffness is modified to an effective stiffness to consider 

the deformation due to nonlinearity. Instead of a nonlinear time history analysis, the secant or 

effective stiffness is a recognized method of linearizing the inelastic behavior based on a target 

point in the post-yielding range. 

Consideration of earthquake loads in current building codes is rather simplified. The 

seismic force is calculated and distributed to the lateral force resisting system based on appropriate 

diagram assumptions. Then, the individual lateral system is designed based on force demands. 

This is the traditional way seismic design is done for buildings. 

2.1 Conventional methods 

Past earthquake experiences assisted engineers to know the difference between structural 

systems during earthquakes based on their strength, stiffness, and ductility characteristics. The 

current seismic design provisions consist of typical structural systems including but not limited to 

bearing/shear wall systems, moment-resisting frame systems, dual systems, and braced-frame 

systems. 

Bearing/shear wall systems provide the primary vertical support for gravitational loads as 

well as lateral resistance. They are usually used for low-rise residential and commercial buildings. 

The CLT platform wall system introduced in this study is a bearing/shear wall system. Moment-

resisting frame systems are commonly seen in both steel and reinforced concrete buildings' 

structure. In these two building systems, the gravitational forces including dead load and live load 

are carried mostly by columns and the lateral loads are resisted by transferring the moment through 

rigid frames in each direction. Rigid connections between beam and column provide the required 
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lateral stiffness and strength in the system. The moment frame also has great ductility, but still has 

the potential to collapse under excessive lateral drift. Braced frame system is typically much stiffer 

than moment frame. It has simpler connection configurations and is typically used in steel structure 

construction. Vertical forces are carried by columns and lateral forces are supported by horizontal 

and diagonal elements called beams and braces respectively. Diagonal steel elements in this system 

is the main feature to help resist lateral loads and can sometimes be replaced after damage. In some 

braced frame buildings, high performance brace elements can be used to increase system ductility 

and reliability, one such system is buckling restrained brace. There are mainly two types of brace 

arrangement including concentric and eccentric bracings, namely the concentric and eccentric 

brace frames. In tall steel buildings, dual system with a mixture of moment-resisting frame and 

steel braced frame is commonly seen. This is done for economic or architectural reasons.  

2.2 Traditional force-based lateral system design 

Because this study is focused on seismic design, the force-based seismic design approach 

based on the procedure outlined in Chapters 11 and 12 of ASCE 7-16 is firstly reviewed here. The 

Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure (ELFP) is the most commonly used seismic design method for 

building structures in the U.S. The equivalent lateral force procedure simplifies the dynamic effects 

of earthquakes on buildings by assuming an equivalent static load profile calculated based on 

earthquake hazard and ductility characteristics of the lateral system used. This procedure can be 

used to design all types of structures as long as there is no irregularity identified in the code 

provisions.  

In ELFP, the total building seismic base shear (VB) was determined as a ratio of the building 

weight. The base shear coefficient is determined based on building use category, lateral system 

used, natural frequency, location of the building (seismic hazard), and foundation conditions. This 
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total base shear is then distributed using a given pattern assigning larger portion of the force to the 

higher levels, because larger acceleration is expected in the upper parts of the building. It is also 

assumed that such static loads are applied to the floor diaphragms as the seismic mass of the 

building is primarily concentrated at floors. Then a static analysis is conducted to distribute the 

applied equivalent force to lateral components to ensure they have enough capacity to carry 

calculated forces. This method contains specific limitations proposed by the code which related to 

structure regularity and heights. 

The procedure of utilizing this method to a building are categorized into seven steps based 

on the seismic design approach recommended by ASCE 7-16. The first step is to specify the 

seismic design category and choose the appropriate seismic importance factor (IE) of the structure. 

The second step is to select the appropriate response modification factor from Table 12.2-1 of 

ASCE 7-16. The third step is to calculate the elastic fundamental period of the structure (Ta) which 

is a function of the mass and stiffness of the structure considering it upper limit (Ta Cu). It can be 

also located in Section 12.8.2.1 of ASCE 7-16. The fourth step is to calculate the seismic response 

coefficient (Cs) from Section 12.8.1.1 of ASCE 7-16. It is equal to the design acceleration response 

spectrum coefficient for short periods (SDS) multiplies to the seismic importance factor (IE) and 

divided by the response modification factor (R). The fifth step is to compute the effective seismic 

weight of the building. The sixth step is to calculate the seismic base shear (VB) from Equation 

12.8-1 of ASCE 7-16, which is defined as the total seismic force acting at the base of the building 

during an earthquake. The seventh step is to determine the seismic lateral forces (Fx) at each floor 

of the building from Equation 12.8-11 of ASCE 7-16.  

The ELFP method is a force based method that focuses on designing individual lateral 

force resisting component (shear wall, moment frame, etc.). It uses seismic spectrum at the design 
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level earthquake intensity (although maximum considered earthquake intensity level was used 

indirectly) to generate corresponding force demands in each component. The ductility of the lateral 

component is represented by the R factor, while the overall building system ductility is assumed 

to be the same as the lateral components used. The earthquake-induced displacement of the 

building system is not explicitly designed for. The building design is expected to achieve life-

safety objective, but not resilience. 

2.3 Base-isolation 

An alternative lateral load resisting system (or more appropriately, passive seismic 

protection system) with more than 50 years of development is base isolation system. It functions 

in such a way that the structure and its contents is isolated from the ground motion, with additional 

ductile energy dissipater system incorporated to control vibration and displacement at the isolation 

layer (Ramallo et al., 2002). There are currently over 3000 base-isolated buildings in Japan, over 

200 in United States and many more in over 30 countries with high-seismic regions (Wolff et al., 

2014). The application of base isolation has been efficient so that it can lower the probability of 

building collapse (thus reduce fatalities), prevent building system and contents damage caused by 

either high floor acceleration or large story drifts.  

In traditional base isolation systems, an isolation device with much lower lateral stiffness 

than that of the superstructure is inserted between structure and foundation. The building’s 

fundamental period is greatly elongated and the first mode shape becomes dominated by isolation 

layer deformation. At the same time, the acceleration transmitted to the superstructure is greatly 

reduced (Naeim et al., 1999) because typical earthquake ground motions have low level of 

spectrum values over 1 second. During the earthquake, majority of the deformation was 

concentrated in the isolation layer while the superstructure will act as a rigid body. 
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Since the flexibility of the isolation layer filters out high-frequency energy and restricts its 

transmission to the superstructure, the effects of higher modes becomes negligible (Becker et al, 

2012). A study by Sakamato (1978) indicated that inter-story drifts and the accelerations in form 

of inertial forces might cause significant damages to building systems and contents. In order to 

protect the building contents and the main structural system, the application of seismic isolation 

devices was proposed by Kelly (1982) through a physical study of a five-story frame specimen 

supported on rubber bearings. Results of 8 ground motions showed 60% reduction in peak floor 

accelerations of isolated system. They also showed a remarkable reduction in transmitted 

acceleration in base isolated frame by an order of 3 to 10 times compared to fixed-base building 

specimens. Since the superstructure acts as a rigid body in base isolated buildings, it can help 

reduce the damages of nonstructural, architectural and mechanical systems such as mechanical and 

electrical system, elevators, light fixtures, and suspended ceilings and secure acceleration sensitive 

contents such as any appliances inside the building (Reinoso et al., 2005).  

As the isolation period increases, large displacement at the base will become unavoidable 

depending on the earthquake ground motion. A study by Jangid et al. (2001) resulted in showing 

the significant impact of pulses on displacement of isolation layer when the period of the isolation 

system reaches the pulse period. Thus, isolated structures in areas susceptible to pulse-type 

motions need larger space to their neighbors to sufficiently adopt the maximum displacement of 

the building. Considering the necessary space for the clearance gap and moat walls in addition to 

the cost of the materials for construction of moat walls and cover substantially increases the 

construction costs especially in larger cities, where real estate price is high.  The isolation detail at 

the base could also face other construction and detailing challenges, such as water proof, which 

can increase the cost of implementing base isolation. 
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A potential way to control displacement at the base isolation is to utilize supplementary 

mechanical damping into the system. Although, it can be effective to control the displacement of 

the isolation, the floor acceleration and inter-story drifts might increase in the superstructure. The 

dampers may also transmit earthquake energy at higher modes, increase superstructure responses 

and then revoke the effect of base isolation. Furthermore, supplementary mechanical damping may 

even deactivate the base isolation system in lower level earthquakes (Kelly, 1999).  

It was also shown that for highly damped isolations (damping ratio of 20 to 30%) the 

application of such damper devices causes base isolated buildings to have an increased demand in 

inter-story drifts and shear forces. In order to reduce displacement demand without having adverse 

effect on floor accelerations and inter-story drifts, the damping of the isolation layer need to be 

limited (Wolff et al., 2014).  

As a framework for base isolation design, Chapter 17 of ASCE/SEI 7-16 addresses the 

design of buildings incorporating a seismic isolation system at the base. It defines load, design and 

testing requirements specific to the isolation system and interfaces with the other chapters of the 

code for design of the superstructure (building’s parts above the isolation system) and the 

foundation and structural elements below the isolation system. 

The isolation interface is an imaginary boundary between the top segment of the structure 

(superstructure), which is isolated and the bottom segment of the structure, which is assumed to 

be a horizontal plane and move rigidly with the ground. The isolation layer is very crucial for 

design of nonstructural elements, including electrical and mechanical systems that pass over the 

isolation layer and shall take in large amount of displacements. The wind-resistant system is 

generally an integral part of the isolation layer design. Common isolators consist of very stiff 
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elastomeric layers which can be stretched very limited and normally meet drift criteria for wind 

loads with a proper factor of safety. 

The design of isolated structures using the ASCE/SEI 7-16 has two purposes: obtaining 

life safety performance level in the moderate to strong earthquakes and reducing damages due to 

ground motion. In order to achieve the first performance objective, the isolation system is required 

to be secure and able to sustain forces and displacements related to the maximum considered 

earthquake (MCER) according to the code. In a perfect seismic isolation application, the 

drift/displacement in the building under earthquake is primarily accommodated through large 

lateral displacement or deformation of the isolation system rather than internal deformation of the 

superstructure above. Therefore, the lateral force-resisting system of the superstructure is designed 

to have enough stiffness and strength to prevent large, inelastic displacements. ASCE7 utilizes 

alternative analysis procedures through the concepts of effective stiffness and effective damping 

to define nonlinear characteristic of any structural systems especially isolation layers. Effective 

stiffness is defined as the secant stiffness of the isolation system at the point of interest. Effective 

damping is the amount of equivalent viscous damping represent by the hysteresis loop at the point 

of interest.  

Three different analysis procedure are defined in the code to compute the design-level loads 

in base isolated structures including linear static analysis method (ELFP), response spectrum 

procedure and time history analysis method. In order to perform these analysis procedures to the 

isolated buildings and structures, they can be modeled using an effective stiffness consistent with 

the secant value at the yield point. Response spectrum analysis and equivalent lateral force analysis 

methods can be used for design of structures with damping systems as well. 
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2.4 Inter-story isolation system 

Inter-story isolation is an alternative way to implement isolation concept in multi-story 

buildings without the need of additional foundation work. The most common isolation 

configuration is to insert a diaphragm directly above and below the isolation layer allowing 

earthquake loads to be filtered by the isolators, thus protecting the upper level structure. At the 

same time, the total base shear demand is also reduced for the levels below the isolation layer. An 

inspection space is generally considered at the isolation level to perform frequent checkups (Kelly, 

2001).  

In order to improve the efficiency of seismic isolation in tall buildings, a concept of 

application of multi-layer isolation was proposed by Pan et al. (1995). A 16-story sample building 

was numerically investigated by dividing it into four segments and exerting El Centro ground 

motion. Results showed a 37% decrease in base displacement while maintaining accelerations 

similar to the base isolated case. Pan et al. (1998) later assessed the response of the same building 

under random excitation with different cite class. For stiff soil conditions, outcomes revealed 46% 

reduction in base displacements through application of four isolation layers. 

 Another set of studies were conducted by Ryan et al. (2010) so that the displacement 

demand in a six story building with different configurations in terms of isolation layers’ location 

was investigated both with linear and nonlinear characteristics of isolations. They also tried to 

evaluate the viability of inter-story isolation with application of existing devices in the market. 

Firstly, they defined a superstructure and six companion shear frames with different scheme of the 

isolation layer in different stories. All floors had an equal mass and the story stiffness are set as k1 

=k2 = k, k3 = k4 = (7/8) k, and k5 = k6 = (3/4) k (Figure 2.1). Next, the natural periods of all models 

had been computed as well as the natural period of the isolation system. A modal analysis and 
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linear Response History Analysis (RHA) were performed as linear analysis on the structures with 

different schemes. Results represented that isolation system in the lower half of the structure 

particularly at base or first story is more efficient than others. Then, they defined non-linear 

isolation properties and investigated the effects of non-linear parameters on systems’ performance. 

Three methods have been introduced to calculate design displacement such as median spectral 

displacement over a suit of ground motion at the Tb, median deformation observed from linear 

RHA for selected ground motion, and perform Iterative non-linear RHA. Finally, the study 

concluded that isolation layer mitigates more force demand on the top section but less on bottom 

section. In addition, by moving isolation layer to the upper levels, the effectiveness of the isolation 

system decreased so that outcomes showed roughly 30% reduction in base displacement and 30% 

increase in roof displacement in the system with two isolation layers located at the base and mid-

height compared to a general base isolated model.  

 
Figure 2.1 (a) single isolation system at base; (b) at top of the first story; (c) at mid-height; (d) at 
roof; (e) multi-story isolation at base and mid-height; (f) at every story; (g) Reference structure 

(Ryan et al., 2010). 
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Inter-story isolation has been applied to real building systems around the world. Examples 

of inter-story isolated buildings can be found in 185 Berry Street in San Francisco which a set of 

two floors were added on top of a three-story building using isolation system and also in Japan a 

14-story building was constructed with isolation system at the 9th story. The design of inter-story 

isolated building is certainly a function of the desired structural performance, but to date, there has 

not been a such a performance-based design approach that can be applied to design inter-story 

isolation systems properties.  

As it is described earlier, the inherent rigidity in CLT walls and floor diaphragms (relative 

to light-framed wood systems) can be an opportunity for incorporating inter-story isolation system, 

which will shift earthquake displacement demand to the isolation layer and protect low-ductility 

CLT stories with rigid single-panel long walls from damage. Although isolation system will be an 

added cost, it is possible to leverage on the modular nature of CLT construction by developing a 

modular "deformable interface" system that can be prefabricated as a standard isolation unit for 

multi-story CLT buildings. A performance based design method for inter-story isolated CLT 

building needs to be developed to enable such a design. The scope of this study is to provide a 

methodology to obtain the characteristics of inter-story isolation systems and investigation on the 

physical form of the isolation and its installation procedure can be performed on a separate study. 
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CHAPTER 3  

APPLICATION OF PERFORMANCE-BASED SEISMIC DESIGN METHODS 

IN INTER-STORY ISOLATION SYSTEM DESIGN 

The need for resilience and damage mitigation of buildings in large earthquakes require a 

fundamental change in the current seismic design approach (Ghobarah et al., 2001). Seismic design 

procedures in present codes are developed to only ensure life-safety. The design process is 

constructed based on calculated force demands in structural components. Inelastic responses are 

considered by applying the response modification factor to the elastic response forces, which only 

considers the ductility of materials indirectly (Liu et al., 2004) without addressing the expected 

deformation or damage during an earthquake. 

The displacement in buildings due to the lateral forces shall be limited so that the life-safety 

limit state (i.e., collapse prevention) are satisfied. Likewise, in order for buildings to maintain 

functionality or reparability, additional deformation or displacement limits can be enforced to 

achieve damage prevention of non-structural components such as partitions and interior finishes. 

Past research efforts revealed that displacement and inter-story drift can be used as damage 

indicators in seismic design or analysis of buildings. For example, ASCE 41 document assigned 

inter-story drift limits for different structural systems corresponding to immediate occupancy, life-

safety, and collapse prevention performances. It is common research practice in seismic 

engineering to use inter-story drift as performance indicators for buildings. Fundamentally, 

performance-based design method is a design philosophy in which obtaining a set of performance 

objectives are the major part of the structural design criteria. Correspondingly, the displacement-

based design method can be considered as a subcategory of performance-based design method 
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where the performance objectives of the design method are associated with displacements or drift 

in the structure. It should be pointed out that the level of damage in structures is also affected by 

several other factors such as the failure mode of the structural components, accumulation and 

distribution of structural damage, the frequency content of the ground motion, and the acceleration 

levels. But displacement based design is an improvement from existing component-based design 

approaches, where the response of the building system is directly considered.  

3.1 Performance-Based Seismic Design (PBSD) method 

Performance-Based Seismic Design (PBSD) is typically an iterative process, which 

initiates with the selection of performance objectives followed by the development of a preliminary 

design (design first attempt), an assessment of whether the design meets the performance 

objectives, and finally redesign until the desired performance level is achieved. There is an 

increasing agreement among experts that PBSD should also consider multiple performance 

objectives conditional on the seismic hazard level. The term PBSD was originally started by the 

Structural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC, 1960) and the publications of the Portland 

Cement Association recommendations. The SEAOC publication introduced an equation (Eq. 3.1) 

to calculate the base shear by performing different coefficients to take into the account the ductility 

and inelastic behavior.  

 WCKZVB )..(  (3.1) 

where Z, K and C are seismic hazard, structural systems performance, and structural 

dynamics coefficients respectively. W is also the seismic effective weight of the structure.  

The Applied Technical Council (ATC 13) report (1985) provided statistical data on the 

probable repair costs for buildings of different types, based on the opinions of earthquake 
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engineering experts, while the ATC 14 report (1987) provided a standardized methodology for 

evaluating life safety hazards in buildings. While these documents enabled engineers to evaluate 

buildings with a common approach, they provided no guidance on how to retrofit buildings to 

achieve improved performance. Therefore, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 

focused on the development of rehabilitation design guidelines, which were initially published as 

the FEMA 273 report (ATC, 1997) and which were subsequently updated and republished in the 

form of a preliminary design standard, FEMA 356 by ASCE (2002). Together with several 

concurrent publications (SEAOC 1996; ATC 1996), these reports provided the first comprehensive 

methodologies for designing structures to provide desired seismic performance. The necessity to 

meet multiple performance objectives, and their implementation in the design process, led toward 

the development of procedures for seismic evaluation and retrofit of existing buildings. Three 

major documents were interactively involved in initiation of the PBSD procedures’ fundamentals 

development in mid-1990’s including, SEAOC Vision 2000, ATC 40, and FEMA 273 which are 

briefly discussed as follows. (Zameeruddin et al., 2016).  

SEAOC Vision 2000 developed a framework for procedures that led to design of structures 

of predictable seismic performance and is able to accommodate multiple performance objectives. 

The document presents the concepts and addresses the performance levels for structural and 

nonstructural components. Five performance levels are described with specified limits of transient 

and permanent drift in this document.  

In the Applied Technology Council (ATC 40) document, PBSD refers to a methodology 

in which structural criteria are expressed in terms of achieving a performance objective. The 

document is limited to concrete buildings and emphasizes the use of the Capacity Spectrum 

Method (CSM) in which the CSM procedure involves in determining the capacity and demand 
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spectra. To construct the capacity spectrum, the force–displacement curve of a selected point 

(mostly at the roof of the structure) on the structure is determined using nonlinear static analysis 

(pushover). The forces and displacements are converted to spectral accelerations (Sa) and spectral 

displacements (Sd) using an equivalent SDOF system. The demands of the earthquake are defined 

by highly damped elastic spectra. At the performance point, the seismic capacity is assumed to be 

equal to the demand, which provides an estimate of acceleration (capacity) and displacement 

(demand). The probability of occurrence of the earthquake may be related to the risk of occurrence 

of the associated damage state.  

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA 273) document presents a variety 

of performance objectives with joined probabilistic ground motions. It covers analysis and design 

methods for the multi-level performance range from linear static to inelastic time history analysis. 

The document defines performance levels for nonstructural elements and systems, and proposes 

drift limits for various lateral load-resisting systems at different performance levels (Ghobarah, 

2001).  

In addition to the above documents in the development of PBSD methodology, ASCE 41 

(2007), provided a framework for PBSD of existing buildings with rehabilitation objectives, which 

can accommodate different types of buildings, addresses a variety of performance levels, and 

reflects the variation of seismic hazards in the United States. The commentary of this standard is 

based primarily on the procedure defined in FEMA 356 (2000). FEMA 356 presented an 

incremental improvement to the previous procedure (FEMA 273) with respect to technical updates 

of the analytical requirements and acceptance criteria according to the information gained from 

using the procedure in engineering practice and case studies given in the FEMA 349 report.  
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In order to improve the PBSD methodology to cover other aspects of seismic design 

procedure and rehabilitation of structures including direct loss in structures such as costs of 

damage and repair together, indirect loss associated with the loss of using a building, and loss of 

life and casualties of the occupants, FEMA contracted a long-term project with ATC, namely ATC 

58 project (2003), to prepare the next-generation PBSD guidelines for new and existing buildings.  

ATC 58 also provided an improved deterministic language for describing the levels of 

analysis for evaluating alternate deterministic and probabilistic approaches, and identified five 

global approaches that could be considered for the development of next-generation PBSD (Table 

3.1). 

Table 3.1 Improved deterministic language of describing the levels of analysis (ATC 58) 
Analysis Communication language 

Level 1 Lowest level of analysis, including uncertainties in both demand and capacities, 
but not including consequences. 

Level 2 Same as level 1, but includes consequences such as direct and indirect cost, 
downtime, life loss, and injuries. 

Level 3 
Similar to that used in SAC design procedures, and includes integration over the 
full range of seismicity impacting the site and the uncertainties in the demand and 
the capacities, but does not include uncertainties in consequences. 

Level 4 Same as level 3 but includes consequences such as direct and indirect cost, 
downtime, life loss, and injuries. 

Level 5 Most rigorous level, which includes a completely coupled analysis and the 
uncertainties in all aspects that impact the result of the analysis 

Later in 2006, FEMA in report number 445 introduced a step-by-step, task-focused 

program that developed next-generation PBSD procedures and guidelines for structural and 

nonstructural components with the ability to apply to new and existing buildings. The particular 

framework developed under this modification in comparison to ATC 58 can be utilized for other 

extreme hazards, such as hurricane, wind, terrorist attack, and fire. Next-generation PBSD 
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provides an analytical framework for estimating risks by performing risk-assessment analysis 

under practice by insurance industries, hazard mitigation agencies, and others. The framework is 

also used to estimate the possibility of earthquake-induced damage in terms of economical loss, 

repair cost and casualties. 

Since performance-based seismic engineering shows the need for high-level analysis 

procedures, new-generation PBSD guidelines introduced a comprehensive framework for linear 

and nonlinear analysis procedures. Nonlinear analysis procedures provide better understanding of 

inelastic behavior and failure modes of the structure during moderate to strong seismic events. The 

most common nonlinear analysis procedures include nonlinear static (push-over) and nonlinear 

dynamic analysis (NLTHA and MIDA). Nonlinear Time History Analysis determines the 

structural response at a number of subsequent time instants with regard to the nonlinear behavior 

of the structural components. On the other hand, to provide comparative dynamic properties of 

multiple structures under ensembles of earthquake ground motions with different intensities Multi-

Record Incremental Dynamic Analysis (MIDA) is performed. It assists to achieve a better 

understanding of the response or demand of the structure in a vast range of different levels of 

ground motion records. In nonlinear static analysis procedure, it is required to obtain essential 

inelastic dynamic response characteristics of the structure under monotonically incremental 

loading. On the other hand, nonlinear dynamic analysis is an effective method of evaluation for 

investigation of a structural seismic response. A set of ground motion records application result in 

more accurate and reliable structural responses (Zameeruddin et al., 2016). 

Through research and development, PBSD has been proven to be beneficial when applied to 

different structural systems, including wood buildings. Wood-frame structures are the most 

common type of residential and light commercial buildings in the US. Many of these wood-frame 
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structures are located in high seismic regions of the US and are required to resist lateral forces like 

earthquake. Traditional force-based seismic design (FBD) procedures can be used to design large 

wood buildings (IBC), and also can be incorporated to design low-rise single family dwellings 

using prescriptive method (IRC) which gives a general engineering design within the most 

common home sizes. There are also many existing wood-frame buildings that were built earlier 

than modern building codes were introduced. While casualties from wood building collapse were 

low in recent earthquakes, the economic losses and social impacts were significant mostly because 

of high level of damage in these buildings. Thus, there is an immediate need to improve wood 

building seismic performance through performance-based design procedures.  

Performance-based seismic design (PBSD) is a developing design philosophy that provides 

flexibility for the designer and the owner with regard to the design approach and performance 

expectations respectively. Progress in performance-based seismic design (PBSD) of wood-frame 

buildings was initiated in academia and wood industry among seismic wood researchers and 

product suppliers in the 1990s. Then, later the Consortium of Universities for Research in 

Earthquake Engineering (CUREE) and California Institute of Technology (Caltech) CUREE-

Caltech Wood-frame Project utilized a detailed and practical experimental and numerical effort on 

the improvement of wood-frame codes and standards to evaluate procedures in the design and 

construction of wood-frame buildings. The project outcome led to numerous recommendations 

based on the results of a large team of researchers and practitioners in the late 1990s and early 

2000s in form of publishing several papers on development of PBSD of wood-frame buildings 

fundamentals. Rosowsky (2002) developed allowable mass charts based on the desired peak inter-

story drift using a numerical model developed within the CUREE-Caltech Wood-frame Project. 

Filiatrault et al. (2002) proposed the use of the direct displacement design (DDD) approach for 
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wood frame structures, which was originally developed by Priestley (1998) for the design of 

concrete structures.  

Furthermore, a series of fragility-based analysis and design methods was developed 

focusing on the inter-story drift as the performance indicator for wood-frame buildings (e.g., 

Ellingwood et al. 2004; Rosowsky et al. 2002; van de Lindt et al. 2003). A damage-based concept 

for wood shear walls was then introduced by van de Lindt (2005), which was subsequently applied 

at the wall level (van de Lindt and Gupta 2006) and system level (Liang et al. 2011). Currently 

drift is the most common performance indicator for wood-frame buildings. Therefore, it was 

concluded in the Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEESWood Project) that the 

drift is an appropriate performance measurement until additional data are available. The 

NEESWood Project (van de Lindt et al. 2006) looked for developing a PBSD philosophy for mid-

rise wood-frame buildings through large amount of numerical analyses and full-scale physical tests 

as well as numerical modeling. As a part of the NEESWood Project development, the DDD 

approach introduced by Filiatrault and Folz (2004a, b) for wood-frame structures was based on 

developing a practical PBSD method and applied to the shear wall selection (Pang et al. 2010). 

Then, in order to design high-rise timber buildings especially CLT buildings using inter-story 

isolation, it is necessary to adopt the developed PBSD method applied on wood-frame structures 

and generalize it for the tall CLT building design. 

3.2 Direct Displacement Design (DDD) method 

PBSD can take many forms because the design philosophy does not require specific 

methods to be used. Since the PBSD method used in wood-frame buildings gravitates towards 

controlling maximum inter-story drift, one of the practical approaches that can be used is the Direct 

Displacement Design (DDD) which was firstly proposed by Priestley (1993). DDD is a 
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subcategory of PBSD and focuses on achieving target inter-story drift under a given seismic hazard 

level. Because inter-story drift is a system level seismic response, the design method uses 

simplified model to characterize lateral response of the entire structure. In its most fundamental 

form, DDD uses a nonlinear single degree of freedom (SDOF) system to represent the building 

structure at its peak displacement response. 

Priestley et al. (2001) discussed conceptual problems with current force based design, 

fundamentals of DDD, and seismic input and analytical tools appropriate for DDD. The design 

methodology is based on a secant stiffness representation of structural nonlinear response, using a 

level of damping equivalent to the combined effects of elastic and hysteretic damping. This design 

method is quite simple to use, and was quite effective in predicting displacement responses 

(Dohadwala et al., 2014). This method was first applied to concrete structures. 

Filiatrault et al. (2002) later adopted the DDD procedure for wood-frame structures. In 

order to have a better understanding of the effects of DDD on wood-framed buildings, the design 

procedure was applied to a two-story wood-frame structure (Filiatrault et al. 2006) using nonlinear 

pushover analysis and estimating equivalent viscous damping at a target drift limit. More recently, 

Pang et al. (2009) applied DDD procedure for multistory wood-frame buildings which utilized 

modal analysis of a shear building model to provide approximate estimation of the inter-story drift 

in multistory wood-frame structures without conducting any dynamic analyses. A simplified 

version of the DDD procedure considering only the first mode in building responses was used by 

Pang et al. (2010) to design the six-story NEESWood Capstone building. In order to account for 

response uncertainty and non-exceedance (NE) probabilities other than 50% (median based on the 

code provisions), an adjustment factor CNE was introduced. This factor must be determined so that 

the structural designs using this procedure meet performance expectations in terms of both drifts 
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and NE probabilities. A set of multistory wood-frame building archetypes were selected according 

to ATC 63 (Applied Technology Council 2008) and redesigned using the simplified DDD 

procedure with different values of adjustment factor CNE. NLTHAs were performed on both the 

DDD and FBD structures using 22 biaxial far-field ground motion records (also obtained from the 

ATC 63 project), and performance comparisons were made between the DDD and FBD structures. 

Finally, design charts were constructed which can be used to select the appropriate adjustment 

factor CNE for use in the simplified DDD procedure for designing multistory wood-frame buildings 

(Wang et al., 2010). 

In order to utilize the Performance-Based Seismic Design (PBSD) method in the design of base 

isolated building to maintain resiliency, a new displacement-based design approach named Direct 

Displacement Design (DDD) procedure for base isolated reinforced concrete framed buildings has 

been studied by Cardone et al. (2010). In order to sensitivity analyzing most common base isolation 

device available in the construction industry, they considered five different backbone curves, 

which can be used to describe the cyclic behaviors of a wide variety of isolation systems, including 

High Damping Rubber Bearings; Lead Rubber Bearings; Friction Pendulum Systems; and 

combinations of Flat Sliding Bearings with different auxiliary devices. The main purposes of the 

proposed displacement design method are to have the base isolation systems to function fully 

operational in pre-defined seismic performance levels. Therefore, it is required the designer to 

assign design displacement of the isolation system and the target maximum inter-story drift of the 

regular stories. The base isolation systems need to be characterized in such a way so that there is 

minor or no damage to the structural and non-structural components of the building. 

In the DDD method, a base isolated building with nonlinear multi-degree-of-freedom 

model is converted to an equivalent linear SDOF system with corresponding equivalent effective 
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stiffness and equivalent viscous damping of the real structure at a target displacement response. 

Unlike force-based method, the effective stiffness and damping of the equivalent SDOF system in 

the DDD method are computed so that the flexibility of the superstructure is considered. Then, 

calculating the required natural period of the equivalent SDOF through the assigned design 

displacement in constructed response spectrum leads to obtain the required effective stiffness for 

base isolation system.   

In order to validate the response of the DDD method on base isolated buildings, Nonlinear 

Time-History Analyses (NTHA) were performed on different configurations of base isolated 

buildings. The results confirmed the acceptability of the proposed DDD procedure in the 

achievement of the performance objectives of the design. It is also pointed out that some 

modification to the DDD method are still needed to refine the results accuracy (Cardone et al., 

2010). In the DDD procedure for designing base isolated buildings developed by Cardone et al., 

(2010), a target displacement for base isolation (Dd) and a suitable displacement pattern and target 

displacement amplitude (Δi) is assigned to all stories based on predefined performance level. Then, 

the base isolated building is converted to an equivalent SDOF system and equivalent design 

displacement (Δd) is computed. By deriving the equivalent damping ratio of the SDOF (ζeq), the 

equivalent stiffness (Keq) of SDOF is obtained from design displacement spectrum at ζeq damping 

and design displacement (Δd). The stiffness of the base isolation (KIS) is computed using the base 

shear of the SDOF system and target displacement for base isolation (Dd). The base shear is 

distributed over the height of the structure and in order to assign the design strengths of the 

structural members, a linear static analysis is then performed to the building including base 

isolation equivalent characteristic. However, in the generalized DDD approach presented in the 

following chapters, the target displacement for isolation layer and regular stories were assigned 
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separately. Multiple performance levels were considered at the same time with different target 

displacement limits.  

3.2.1 Generalized DDD method in inter-story isolation system design 

In this study, a generalized DDD procedure was developed for CLT buildings with inter-

story isolated layer(s). The procedure is based on specific displacement limitation targets which 

are specified separately for the building and the isolation layer. The design was then validated 

through numerical simulation using the software program SAPWood (Pei et al., 2010) and are 

presented in Chapter 4.  

Most of the existing CLT buildings use metal hardware brackets and plates to connect CLT 

walls to floor diaphragms. Because the CLT panel is very rigid compared to these connections, the 

performance and capacity of a CLT shear wall are mainly controlled by the connection strength 

and the wall aspect ratio. Pei et al. (2009) developed a simplified model for individual CLT shear 

wall lateral responses and calibrated the model to a series of walls tested by FPInnovations (2013). 

The model was used to estimate CLT shear wall ductility and the seismic design parameters 

appropriate for lateral force design. It was pointed out that in order to assure ductility, it is 

necessary to maintain a limit on the length to height ratio of CLT wall segments. For example, in 

order to use the recommended seismic design factor proposed in Pei et al. (2013) a long shear wall 

in a building floor plan should be divided into shorter wall segments so that individual segments 

can rock by themselves and develop ductility. However, this is not economical from a construction 

stand point as the installation of a single long panel is much more cost efficient than installing 

multiple small panels. Full scaled shaking table tests on CLT structures (Italy, Japan), revealed 

that rigidly connected CLT building with low height-to-length ratio panels can be damaged at 

connections during large ground motion excitations and produce large lateral accelerations. The 
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main reason for these undesired performances is to use rigid connections between wall panels and 

floors. 

On the other hand, the level of rigidity in CLT constructions can give raise to another 

opportunity for incorporating advanced seismic mitigation systems. Seismic isolation systems 

were often used to protect brittle structures without enough ductility against lateral forces. It will 

shift the displacement demands to the isolation layer, lower the force transmitted to the system, 

and reduce acceleration. One of the challenges in the seismic isolation system design is the need 

for a rigid floor system, which is not difficult to achieve for rigidly constructed CLT. The concept 

of the inter-story isolation system is much more interesting herein due to the modular nature of 

CLT building, which means a "deformable floor" isolation system can be prefabricated in factory 

and just be installed into the multi-story CLT building and also saves expenses for the foundation 

work. The key to design an isolated CLT building is to control the displacement of the isolation 

layer, as well as controlling the drift at the CLT stories. Therefore, the design constraints in an 

isolated CLT building can be expressed in term of displacement, making DDD a natural fit for this 

application. 

The generalized DDD procedure proposed in this study can be summarized into 8 steps as 

follows: 

Step 1: Select displacement targets 

Desired displacement limits for the regular CLT stories and the isolation system should be 

selected for different seismic hazard levels. A Non-Exceedance (NE) probability should be 

assigned to each displacement level. An example of such displacement targets is shown in Table 

3.2. Note that the seismic hazard levels corresponding to different hazard exceedance probabilities 

were used in this example. Although three levels of seismic hazard were considered here, the 
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design procedures for each of these hazard levels are the same. One of the target performance 

levels will eventually control the design. 

Table 3.2 Design performance levels of CLT shear walls and isolation system 

 Performance Expectations 

Hazard Level EQ Exceedance 
Probability 

Drift Limit for 
regular story 

Drift Limit for 
Isolation layer NE Probability 

Level 1 (L1) 50%/50yr 0.5% 1 in 50% 

Level 2 (L2) 10%/50yr 1% 3 in 50% 

Level 3 (L3) 2%/50yr 2% 10 in 85% 

To better show the effectiveness of this approach, four design examples are considered in 

two different regions of the US including Los Angeles, CA and Seattle, WA with the site class D 

and B respectively. Additionally, in each design example, two different isolated CLT building 

configurations are assumed to better suit the purpose of the study. Then, the design spectral 

acceleration values for seismic hazard Levels 1 to 3 are defined for 5% damping (Table 3.3). Since 

the values in level 1 (L1) and 2 (L2) are in accordance with the code (ASCE 7-16) specifications, 

there is no need to adjust the values. But for level 3, it is required to adjust the design acceleration 

values to accommodate to follow design procedure. 

Step 2: Calculate the adjustment factor for specified Non-Exceedance (NE) probability of design 

spectral acceleration 

The ASCE/SEI-7 (American Society of Civil Engineers, 2016) design response spectra 

represents the median demand (50 percentile) for the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) events. In 

order to use a NE probability of inter-story drift different from the median value, the design spectra 

values are required to be adjusted upon the corresponding NE probability. Adopting the adjustment 

approach by Pang et al. (2010), the adjustment factor (CNE) is determined by assuming a log-
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normally distribution of acceleration spectral values with a median of 1.0 and a logarithmic 

standard deviation, βR, equals to 0.75 according to the ATC 63 study (2009),  

        RtRt NENE  11
NE exp1lnexpC     (3.2) 

where, Φ-1(.) is the inverse Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of the standard normal 

distribution. For the examples in Table 3.2, all NE probabilities are at median demand except the 

2%/50yr level (L3), which is associated with an 85th percentile requirement. Thus, the required 

adjustment factor will only be needed for Level 3 (L3) with 85% NE probability and is computed 

to be 2.18 (Eq. 3.2). The design spectral acceleration adjusted for NE probability in Level 3 is 

equal to the product of the code-specified spectral acceleration value (50 percentile) the adjustment 

factor (CNE)      

 XNEX SCS   (3.3) 

where ̅  and  are adjusted and unadjusted design spectral values respectively and  is 

adjusting factor. Table 3.3 represents the spectral design acceleration for two considered regions. 

In order to implement the effect of adjustment factor on displacement/drift, it is just required to 

simply divide the drift limit in both isolation layer and regular story to the adjustment factor. In 

addition, if it needs to calculate base shear or story force, the design spectral values have to be 

updated by multiplying adjustment factor to the unadjusted values. In this study, since all the 

procedures are about displacement, only the drift limit at Level 3 are modified to accommodate 

design code (ASCE 7-16) specifications. 
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Table 3.3 Design spectral acceleration values for 5% damping 

Hazard 
Level 

Exceedance 
Probability 

Spectral Acceleration 
 Los Angeles, CA 

Spectral Acceleration 
Seattle, WA 

Short-period 
SDS (g) 

1-second 
SD1 (g) 

Short-period 
SDS (g) 

1-second 
SD1 (g) 

Level 1 50%/50yrs 0.44 0.26 0.40 0.14 
Level 2 10%/50yrs 1.00 0.60 0.92 0.32 
Level 3 2%/50yrs 1.50 0.90 1.38 0.48 

The Figures 3.1 to 3.3 illustrate the acceleration design spectra of the Los Angeles and Seattle 

locations in three defined performance hazard levels constructed based on the ASCE 7-16 

provisions along with the scaled 22 ground motion records utilized in the numerical validation of 

the inter-story isolation layer design approach. Different scaling factors were tried to come up with 

a reasonable match between the design spectrum and the average of the scaled 22 earthquake 

records in all three performance levels in two site locations. 

 
Figure 3.1 Scaled ground motion records at level 1 according to design acceleration spectrum of 

(a) Los Angeles site; (b) Seattle site. 
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Figure 3.2 Scaled ground motion records at level 2 according to design acceleration spectrum of 

(a) Los Angeles site; (b) Seattle site. 

Figure 3.3 Scaled ground motion records at level 3 according to design acceleration spectrum of 
(a) Los Angeles site; (b) Seattle site. 

Step 3: CLT walls behavior, isolation layer location and their characteristics 

The next part of the design procedure is to select a location for isolation layer through the 

height of the CLT building and then it is simply broken up along its vertical axis into two stiff 

segments separated by a system with lower stiffness. In addition to the primary assumption, the 

mass and stiffness of the MDOF are required to be determined as a part of the modeling. Effective 
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seismic floor masses as specified in ASCE 7-16 are generally known or can be evaluated. The 

lateral required stiffness which is unknown at the beginning of the design can be estimated by 

designers. Since most of the deformation in CLT walls are dissipated by the connectors during 

lateral excitation, CLT walls hysteresis behavior was assumed to follow the CUREE 10-parameter 

hysteretic model. In other words, although the shear deformation of the CLT wall panel itself is 

not significant compared to the deformation at the panel-to-floor or inter-panel connections, a 

simplified model was developed that assumes all CLT wall lateral deformation is a result of the 

CLT panels rotating as a rigid body about the corners, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The lateral 

resistance of a CLT wall is essentially a factored summation of the load-slip resistance of all the 

connectors involved in the cyclic movement of the wall. The scale factor for each connector is a 

function of their location and the geometry of the panel. The restoring force (F) at lateral 

displacement (D) can be computed as follows, 
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Figure 3.4 CLT wall kinematic model 
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All parameters in equation (3.4) can be obtained from the wall configuration (Figure 3.4) 

except for the connector resistance (fi). The hysteretic behavior of connectors was then assumed 

to reflect the CUREE 10-parameter hysteretic model, which has been generally used for wood-

frame shear walls and connection modelling (Filiatrault et al., 2002). Figure 3.5 represents the 

schematic cyclic behavior of a connector and its control parameters. 

 
Figure 3.5 Ten-parameter hysteretic model for CLT shear wall response (CLT Handbook, 2013). 

This hysteresis model which is used for simulation of CLT wall panels, was originally 

adopted by Foltz et al. (2001) based on the hysteretic model incorporated for a wood shear wall. 

This hysteretic model simplified the load-displacement behavior at the top of the wall as a 

nonlinear SDOF spring. A total of ten parameters are required to completely describe the cyclic 

hysteretic response of the nonlinear SDOF spring. However, in the generalized DDD procedure 

only the backbone curve parameters are used which can be a good estimate of story drift. The 

backbone curve of a CLT wall panel is modeled by the following five-parameter nonlinear 

equation (Pang et al., 2009), 
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Step 4: Linearization of CLT story backbone curve 

DDD procedure requires each floor of the building to be represented by its equivalent linear 

SDOF system so that a shear building model can be constructed. To create such a MDOF shear 

building model from a multi-story CLT building, the lateral force resisting systems (CLT shear 

walls in this case) at each story were assembled in the program SAPWood using a rigid floor 

diaphragm. Each CLT shear walls in the story was represented as 10-parameter hysteretic spring 

elements, whose model parameters were developed based on CLT shear wall tests in an earlier 

study by Pei et al. (2009). Then the program SAPWood applied a monotonic displacement-

controlled push over analysis at the story level to generate the story shear force as function of story 

drift. This data is used to construct a nonlinear backbone curve of the entire story. The whole 

procedure to construct the hysteresis behavior of each DOF (CLT floor) and adjust it by fitting 

manually through SAPWood are presented in Appendix A as SDOF System Identification and 

Fitting Procedure. 

With the nonlinear story backbone using SAPWood, an equivalent linear stiffness for each 

CLT story was calculated using a pre-selected target displacement (δt). In this study, energy 

equivalency method is adopted so that the energy dissipated in the nonlinear spring at that target 

displacement was made equal to the elastic energy in the equivalent linear system (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6 Linearization of the nonlinear CLT shear wall backbone curve with equivalency in 

stored and dissipated energies at a target displacement. 

To apply the DDD procedure proposed in this study, nonlinear structural system’s response 

at the target displacement level needs to be approximated using an equivalent linear system. This 

is needed because the approximate natural periods for the top and bottom segments of the building 

need to be obtained to construct the E3DOF system. One linearization approach that has been used 

by a number of researchers (e.g., Priestley, 2007; Pang et al., 2010) is energy equivalency. This 

approach chooses equivalent linear system so that the amount of energy dissipation at the target 

displacement by the nonlinear system backbone in a monotonic push-over process is the same as 

the strain energy (EL) stored in the equivalent linear system. This approach is used in this study 

for the proposed DDD procedure eliminates the needs for both conducting pushover analysis and 

determining an equivalent viscous damping ratio by performing linearization at the assembly level 

(CLT shear walls). The dissipated nonlinear energy can be approximated through the following 

equation,  

  



0

dFE bNL
     (3.6) 
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where Fb is the balance force (restoring force) and the equivalent stiffness Keq was selected so that 

the nonlinear energy dissipation is equal to the strain energy (EL) stored in an equivalent linear 

system, 

 2

2
1 eqL KE   (3.7) 

Because the objective of the isolation is to achieve resilience, the isolated structure will 

experience minimal damage and behave linearly during the earthquake. Most of the nonlinear 

displacement and energy dissipation will concentrated at the isolation layers. In case of having 

only one isolation layer, a multi-story system can be simplified into an equivalent 3DOF system 

as shown in Figure 3.7. 

 
Figure 3.7 Schematic procedure of simplifying a multi-story building with inter-story isolation 

system. 
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Step 5: Equivalent mass and stiffness for top and bottom segments in E3DOF system  

Using the equivalent linear stiffness, obtained from linearization process, for each story 

within the top or bottom segment (Figure 3.7) to construct a shear-building model for each 

segment, then evaluate the fundamental frequency (ω0) of each segment independently. The 

effective height and mass of each MDOF segment are calculated using equivalent drift method as 

follows, 
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where mj, Δj and hj are mass, displacement and height of the jth story of the building segment (not 

the E3DOF system) respectively; n is the total number of stories in the building segment. The 

effective stiffness of the equivalent SDOF system representing the segment can be calculated as 

 effeff mk 2
0   (3.10) 

where keff, meff are effective stiffness and mass of the equivalent SDOF associated with the 

fundamental natural period of each segments’ degrees of freedom. This process needs to be 

conducted for the top and bottom segments separately. However, the equivalent stiffness and mass 

of the isolation layer was not determined and will be obtained in the next step. 
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 Step 6: Normalized modal analysis for E3DOF system 

In order to complete the E3DOF system, the relative ratio of isolation layer stiffness (i.e., 

secant stiffness at the target displacement) to the bottom segment keff must be assumed in the 

design. This initial guess will be followed by an iterative process to identify the final required 

stiffness as needed. The mass matrix of the E3DOF system (essentially a shear building model) 

can be written as, 
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where m is the total seismic mass for first floor, ,  is the ratio of the top segment effective 

mass to the bottom ones (floor mass), and ,  is the ratio of the isolation layer mass to the first 

floor mass which assumed half of the mass of above story of the MDOF before converting to the 

ESDOF. Similarly, the stiffness matrix is obtained in the same approach,  
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where k is the bottom segment effective stiffness (first-floor stiffness), , is the top segment 

stiffness ratio (relative to the first floor), and ,  is the ratio of the isolation layer stiffness to the 

bottom segment effective stiffness.  

Natural frequencies, ( ) and mode shapes, ( ) can be computed by solving the 

following eigenvalue problem (Pang et al., 2009), 

   02  jnn MK   (3.13) 
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Then, a normalized modal analysis is performed on the equivalent 3DOF to calculate the 

natural vibration modes, ( ) and natural frequencies, ( ) using a MATLAB function (eig(.)) 

   ),(, 2 MKeignjn   (3.14) 

where   is the natural frequency parameter obtaining by setting m and k in Eq. (3.11) and (3.12) 

are equal to one. The effect of each mode on each degree of freedom (modal participation factor) 

is then computed using Eq. (3.15), and the impacts of the mode shapes on inter story drift limits 

are found by multiplying modal participation factor to the story drift (Eq. 3.16), 
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  n,jjnnjn 1   (3.16) 

Inter-story drift factors (γjn) are not dependent on the mode normalization method whereas 

modal participation factors (Γn) are dependent on how modes are normalized. In this study, mode 

shapes are normalized such that square root of sum of mode shapes squared is equal to unity. Once 

the inter-story drift factors are computed, it can be used to generate the design inter-story drift 

spectra using modified design acceleration response spectrum (Pang et al., 2009). 

Step 7: Construct inter-story drift/displacement spectra 

The inter-story drift spectra are developed based on design acceleration spectrum and the 

effect of mode shapes as follows, 
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With the mode participation factors calculated, contribution from multiple modes can be 

considered. However, it is discovered that considering only the first mode in the displacement 

spectra calculation will be adequate for isolated building response as it is first-mode dominant. 

Since the isolation system and floor with CLT shear walls have different target displacement limits, 

the inter story drift spectra of the isolation layer and regular CLT stories are calculated separately 

using equations (3.18) and (3.19) respectively.  

    TSin diso 21  (3.18) 
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where Δiso/st is the displacement of the isolation layer or inter-story drift of the CLT stories. The 

factor 1 is the first eigenvalue calculated using the normalized mass and stiffness matrices of the 

E3DOF system. 

Step 8: Identify isolation layer design point 

Inter-story drift/displacement spectra obtained from Step 7 can be plotted as a design curve 

in a normalized period-displacement graph. For the isolated CLT building, there will be two design 

curves (for isolation system and regular floors) at each hazard level. Based on the target 

displacement limits, the required period (Treq) for both isolation layer and regular stories can be 

identified from the design curves. Then, equivalent stiffness for both systems, (keq)iso/st can be 

calculated as, 

   stisok
req

stisoeq m
T

k /,

2

/

2 










  (3.20) 
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Recall that the objective of the DDD procedure for inter-story isolation design is to identify 

the required stiffness/strength characteristics of the isolation system to achieve the target 

displacement performance objectives. Once the required stiffness of isolation layer is determined, 

a design point on the isolation system push-over curve can be identified by multiplying the target 

displacement to the required stiffness. This design point will guide the selection of the physical 

isolation system which needs to have a backbone curve that passes closely through the design 

point. If the obtained design point cannot be matched by the backbone of any available physical 

system, the designer needs to iterate the design steps with a different initial guess for stiffness ratio 

(Step 5), or the location of the isolation layer. The final design may be validated using nonlinear 

time history simulation if desired. 

Once the required stiffness for isolation system is determined, a full 3D modeling using 

SAPWood software (Pei et al., 2010) is utilized to verify the results based on defined performance 

hazard level. To design for multiple performance levels, the design process is repeated for each 

performance level starting with the construction of a new set of inter-story drift spectra for the 

target hazard level. A final design is reached when the results of the 3D modelling response history 

analysis and generalized DDD procedure results are in an acceptable range. A flow chart according 

to the design procedure steps is shown in the following. 
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Figure 3.8 Flow chart of DDD application to design inter-story isolation layer 
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CHAPTER 4  

DESIGN EXAMPLES AND NUMERICAL VALIDATIONS 

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed DDD approach, two design examples 

with two configurations (12-story and 20-story buildings) were presented in this Chapter along 

with their nonlinear response history analysis results to validate the generalized DDD procedure. 

The 12-story design example is a CLT apartment building with inter-story isolation at two different 

floor location among the height of the building. The second design example is a 20-story CLT 

building also with two isolation locations. These buildings with such heights were selected because 

it is believed to be realistic for tall CLT construction. The floor plan in all design examples are 

identical (Figure 4.1).  

 
Figure 4.1 Floor plan layout of the CLT building design examples  

Although not a comprehensive representation of all architectural applications, this floor 

plan captured one of the most likely use of CLT bearing wall system in a commercial/residential 
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setting. The amount of CLT shear walls presented in the example is believed to be comparable for 

realistic buildings. The validation of the design was conducted using SAPWood program, which 

is a lumped mass nonlinear-spring model capable of conducting time history analysis under 

earthquakes. 

4.1 12-story isolated CLT building design 

The floor plan of the example building was shown in Figure 4.1. The design performance 

target which outlined in Table 3.1 was used for this set of examples. In order to validate the 

proposed DDD approach in different design parametric settings, two different design scenarios are 

considered in this example with isolation layer at the 4th floor and at the 6th floor. By using two 

different isolation locations, the robustness of the proposed design approach is demonstrated (i.e., 

the proposed DDD method will work for different isolation configurations). The design was 

conducted for all three hazard levels, and the results showed comparison at all performance levels. 

4.1.1 12-story building DDD process and results 

It is assumed that the building is located in Los Angeles, California with soil site class D. 

The design spectral acceleration values for seismic hazard levels are listed in Table 3.3 for 5% 

damping. The adjustment factor (CNE) to consider the Non-Exceedance (NE) probability of the 

performance level 3 in compliance with the code specification (ASCE 7-16) is equal to 2.18. 

As described in preceding chapters, a 10-parameter hysteretic spring model was adopted 

in Pei et al. (2012) to represent panelized CLT walls. Based on the building floor plan shown in 

Figure 4.1, a SAPWood model was constructed to assemble individual CLT shear walls into a 

building model based on the floor plan shear wall arrangement. Then a displacement-driven push 

over analysis was conducted using SAPWood for each CLT story, essentially applying a 
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monotonic push-over displacement protocol to the story diaphragm and obtained the overall story 

backbone curve. Based on this numerically obtained story backbone, the equivalent linear stiffness 

for each story was obtained.  

The 12-story CLT building is a residential building with a slightly taller first floor (lobby 

area). The seismic mass of each story includes the mass of the CLT shear walls, CLT diaphragm 

and other non-structural component dead loaded (e.g., flooring, mechanical and electrical systems 

weights). As it is shown in Table 4.1, the volume of the CLT panels were calculated and multiplied 

by CLT density assumed to be 45 (lb/ft3). Other non-structural dead loads are assumed based on a 

distributed load level and multiplied by the area of each floor. 

Table 4.1 CLT panel dimensions with other dead load on floors in 12-story configuration  

Story Height (ft) 
CLT wall length (ft) 

CLT Thickness (in) Other Loads 
(psf) 

Total 
Seismic 

Weight (lb) X-Dir Y-Dir 

1 16 205 280 8 20 557325 
2-5 10 205 280 8 20 523375 
6 10 205 280 4 ½  20 498620 

7-11 10 205 280 4 ½ 20 473865 
12 10 205 280 4 ½ 20 236932.5 

Two cases of isolation location at 4th and 6th floors are considered in the 12-story CLT 

building design example. The design of these two cases are done separately in three different 

seismic hazard levels with the same performance target. The purpose of conducting two isolation 

locations is to showcase the robustness of the proposed DDD approach. The seismic mass of the 

isolation layer in equivalent 3DOF is set to be the half of the seismic mass of the isolated floor and 

the secant stiffness is assumed to be the 3% of the equivalent linear stiffness of the CLT story 

above before conversion to equivalent 3DOF. Then, the effective mass (lb) and stiffness (lb/in) of 

each segment at each case of analysis are calculated and shown in Table 4.2 to 4.7 in three 

consequent hazard levels by rearranging the 12DOF plus isolation layer at 4th or 6th to its equivalent 
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3DOF. Note that all the natural frequencies of the top and bottom segments were calculated and 

listed, while only the fundamental frequency (underlined in the table) was used to calculate 

effective stiffness of the segment. 

Seismic hazard level 1 (L1) calculation results: 

Table 4.2 Calculation of the 12-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 4th floor in 
hazard level 1. 

ISO at 
4th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) Δ (in) meff          
(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.94×106 16.97 0.96 

2.235×103 419.5×103 1 1 997.54 1.30×106 49.37 1.56 

454.84 1.30×106 70.58 2.16 

Isolation 
Layer 454.84 0.039×106  0.2 0.061 

Top 
Segment 

909.68 1.30×106 6.64 0.6 

5.625×103 163.4×103 2.52 0.39 

845.61 1.30×106 19.56 1.2 

781.55 1.24×106 31.68 1.8 

781.55 1.25×106 43.06 2.4 

781.55 1.25×106 53.48 3.0 

781.55 1.25×106 62.32 3.6 

781.55 1.25×106 69.37 4.2 

781.55 1.25×106 74.92 4.8 

781.55 1.25×106 78.66 5.4 
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Table 4.3 Calculation of the 12-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 6th floor in 
hazard level 1. 

ISO at 
6th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rd/s) Δ (in) meff (lb) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.94×106 10.83 0.96 

3.753×103 440.23×103 1 1 

909.68 1.30×106 31.84 1.56 

909.68 1.30×106 50.43 2.16 

909.68 1.30×106 64.83 2.76 

422.8 1.30×106 74.24 3.36 

Isolation 
Layer 422.8 0.037×106  0.11 0.084 

Top 
Segment 

781.55 1.24×106 8.35 0.6 

4.377×103 305.15×106 1.17 0.70 

781.55 1.25×106 24.69 1.2 

781.55 1.25×106 39.96 1.8 

781.55 1.25×106 53.49 2.4 

781.55 1.25×106 64.69 3.0 

781.55 1.25×106 73.06 3.6 

781.55 1.25×106 78.23 4.2 
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Seismic hazard level 2 (L2) calculation results: 

Table 4.4 Calculation of the 12-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 4th floor in 
hazard level 2. 

ISO at 
4th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) Δ (in) meff          
(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.538×106 12.96 1.92 

2.235×103 419.5×103 1 1 997.54 0.789×106 38.20 3.12 

454.84 0.789×106 54.95 4.32 

Isolation 
Layer 454.84 0.024×106  0.2 0.063 

Top 
Segment 

909.68 0.789×106 5.21 1.2 

5.625×103 163.4×103 2.52 0.41 

845.61 0.789×106 15.36 2.4 

781.55 0.771×106 24.90 3.6 

781.55 0.776×106 33.87 4.8 

781.55 0.776×106 42.04 6.0 

781.55 0.776×106 49.94 7.2 

781.55 0.776×106 54.51 8.4 

781.55 0.776×106 58.97 9.6 

781.55 0.776×106 61.97 10.8 
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Table 4.5 Calculation of the 12-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 6th floor in 
hazard level 2. 

ISO at 6th 
floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rd/s) Δ (in) meff (lb) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.538×106 8.32 1.92 

3.753×103 272.75×103 1 1 

909.68 0.789×106 24.59 3.12 

909.68 0.789×106 39.14 4.32 

909.68 0.789×106 50.44 5.52 

422.8 0.789×106 57.83 6.72 

Isolation 
Layer 422.8 0.0231×106  0.11 0.09 

Top 
Segment 

781.55 0.771×106 6.58 1.2 

4.377×103 189.5×106 1.17 0.73 

781.55 0.776×106 19.46 2.4 

781.55 0.776×106 31.49 3.6 

781.55 0.776×106 42.15 4.8 

781.55 0.776×106 50.97 6.0 

781.55 0.776×106 57.56 7.2 

781.55 0.776×106 61.64 8.4 
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Seismic hazard level 3 (L3) calculation results: 

Table 4.6 Calculation of the 12-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 4th floor in 
hazard level 3. 

ISO at 
4th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) Δ (in) meff          
(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.575×106 13.70 1.76 

2.235×103 419.5×103 1 1 997.54 0.845×106 39.55 2.86 

454.84 0.845×106 56.20 3.96 

Isolation 
Layer 454.84 0.025×103  0.2 0.06 

Top 
Segment 

909.68 0.845×106 5.39 1.1 

5.625×103 163.4×103 2.52 0.41 

845.61 0.845×106 15.88 2.2 

781.55 0.829×106 25.75 3.3 

781.55 0.829×106 35.01 4.4 

781.55 0.829×106 43.46 5.5 

781.55 0.829×106 50.60 6.6 

781.55 0.829×106 56.36 7.7 

781.55 0.829×106 60.96 8.8 

781.55 0.829×106 64.05 9.9 
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Table 4.7 Calculation of the 12-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 6th floor in 
hazard level 3. 

ISO at 6th 
floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rd/s) Δ (in) meff (lb) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.575×106 8.61 1.76 

3.753×103 278.25×103 1 1 

909.68 0.845×106 25.44 2.86 

909.68 0.845×106 40.50 3.96 

909.68 0.845×106 52.20 5.06 

422.8 0.845×106 59.85 6.16 

Isolation 
Layer 422.8 0.025×103  0.11 0.089 

Top 
Segment 

781.55 0.829×106 6.80 1.1 

4.377×103 202.4×106 1.17 0.73 

781.55 0.829×106 20.11 2.2 

781.55 0.829×106 32.55 3.3 

781.55 0.829×106 43.57 4.4 

781.55 0.829×106 52.68 5.5 

781.55 0.829×106 59.50 6.6 

781.55 0.829×106 63.71 7.7 

Based on equivalent linearization procedure, normalized mass and stiffness matrices are 

obtained for each design case. The mode shape vectors (φjn) and normalized natural frequencies 

(αn) of each E3DOF system are obtained through normalized modal analysis, and the first mode 

shapes of the two design cases in all three hazard levels were shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.4. As 

expected, the isolation layers are able to attract majority of the displacement demands. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) 1st mode shape of the E3DOF with isolator at the 4th floor; (b) 1st mode shape of 

the E3DOF with isolator at the 6th floor (Hazard level 1).  

 
Figure 4.3 (a) 1st mode shape of the E3DOF with isolator at the 4th floor; (b) 1st mode shape of 

the E3DOF with isolator at the 6th floor (Hazard level 2).  
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Figure 4.4 (a) 1st mode shape of the E3DOF with isolator at the 4th floor; (b) 1st mode shape of 

the E3DOF with isolator at the 6th floor (Hazard level 3).  

Using the first mode values in all hazard levels, modal participation factors (Γn) and inter-

story drift factors (γjn) are calculated to construct the design displacement/drift spectra. This was 

done by multiplying the inter-story drift factors (γ21) corresponding to the isolation layer at the first 

mode by the design displacement spectrum (Sd). The resulted design displacement/drift spectra for 

both design cases in three different hazard levels are shown in Figures 4.5 to 4.7. Since the target 

displacement of the isolation device is pre-selected (see Table 3.3, 10 inches for 85% NE 

probability equivalent to 4.59 inches for 50% NE probability), the required equivalent natural 

period (Treq) can be found based on the displacement targets, as they are shown in these figures. 

Once the required equivalent natural period is known for each level, the required stiffness of the 

isolation layer (Kreq)iso for each case can be computed according to the Eq. (3-19). The values of 

the required natural period and required secant stiffness for isolation layer at 4th and 6th floors are 

calculated according to the Table 4.8. The dynamic behavior of the E3DOF system is close to that 

of the full 12-DOF system due to the dominance of the shear behavior of the isolation layer. For 

instance, fundamental natural period of the full system with 4th floor isolation is 3.47 second while 

the equivalent 3DOF has a natural period of 3.1 second. 
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Table 4.8 Required natural period and isolation stiffness values for two isolation location in of 
the 12-story CLT building  

 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Isolation Treq (sec) Kreq (lb/in) Treq (sec) Kreq (lb/in) Treq (sec) Kreq (lb/in) 
At 4th floor 0.83 2.56×103 0.91 2.27×103 0.58 5.60×103 
At 6th floor 0.82 6.19×103 0.89 5.55×103 0.57 13.4×103 

 
Figure 4.5 Determination of required natural period of the isolation layer using displacement 
response spectra at hazard level 1 where (a) isolation layer is at the 4th floor and (b) isolation 

layer is at the 6th floor. 

 
Figure 4.6 Determination of required natural period of the isolation layer using displacement 
response spectra at hazard level 2 where (a) isolation layer is at the 4th floor and (b) isolation 

layer is at the 6th floor. 
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Figure 4.7 Determination of required natural period of the isolation layer using displacement 
response spectra at hazard level 3 where (a) isolation layer is at the 4th floor and (b) isolation 

layer is at the 6th floor. 

The obtained stiffness for the isolation layer in each case represents the secant stiffness of 

the isolator at the target displacement. The design point can be computed by multiplying the target 

displacement/drift (Table 3.2) to the achieved required stiffness form generalized DDD procedure 

(Table 4.8). It is clear that the design points for different isolation location configurations as well 

as all three hazard levels are not similar. The physical isolation system at the isolation layer should 

have a push-over backbone curve that (ideally) passes through the obtained design points. Also 

shown in Figures 4.8 to 4.10 are the backbone curves of the CLT story immediately above the 

isolation layer, which illustrated the relative strength and stiffness of the isolation layer in this 

example. 
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Figure 4.8 (a) The 4th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve; (b) The 6th 

floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve (Level 1). 

 
Figure 4.9 (a) The 4th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve; (b) The 6th 

floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve (Level 2). 
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Figure 4.10 (a) The 4th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve; (b) The 

6th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve (Level 3). 

Although there are a variety of backbone curves that can meet the design point requirement, 

a bilinear system is considered here for further numerical validation. The yielding displacement of 

the isolation layer is set to be ¼ inches (Dy), and the initial stiffness (k0) and post-yielding stiffness 

(ky, assumed to be 1×103 (lb/in)) are selected so that the push-over curve of the bilinear spring 

passes through the design points. 

4.1.2 Design validation through numerical simulation 

Comprehensive validation of the proposed inter-story isolation DDD approach requires 

both experimental tests and analytical simulations on a building architype representing all building 

configurations that can potentially utilize inter-story isolation, however this is not within the scope 

of this study, because a numerical validation, the CLT building design examples developed in the 

previous section were tested numerically using nonlinear time history analysis (NLTHA) with 

three suites of earthquake ground motions representing different hazard levels and seismic 

uncertainties. Numerical analyses for the 12-story CLT building with the isolation layer are 

conducted using software program SAPWood (Pei et al., 2010), which was used in a number of 
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existing studies (Pei et al., 2012; Popovski et al., 2012; Pei et al., 2013) on wood building seismic 

analysis including CLT buildings. This analysis program, developed based on the Seismic 

Analysis of Wood-frame Structures (SAWS) (Folz et al., 2002) concepts, is aimed at providing 

both researchers and practitioners with a user-friendly software package which is capable of 

performing nonlinear seismic structural analysis and loss analysis for wood-frame structures.  

SAPWood is essentially a toolbox which allows the user to build, load, modify, and save a 

light frame wood structural model for various seismic-related analyses. There are three types of 

models available in current version of SAPWood including a bi-axial structural model which was 

introduced by Folz et al. (2002) in the SAWS program (two transnationals and one rotational 

degrees of freedom in each story with a rigid diaphragm assumption); a simplified lumped-mass 

shear building model (with only one degree of freedom at each story level), which can be useful 

for preliminary uni-directional analysis and simplified design approaches; and a fully coupled bi-

axial shear and bending model (tri-axial model, Pei et al., 2009 and van de Lindt et al. 2010). In 

this study, it is assumed that the bi-axial model analysis can adequately meet the requirements of 

the inter-story isolation system design through generalized DDD procedure validation as only the 

lateral displacement of isolation layer and regular CLT stories are needed to perform DDD 

procedure. To provide such a validation results under multiple earthquake ground motions and 

intensities, the Multi-Record Incremental Dynamic Analysis (MIDA) tool in software is utilized. 

Therefore, the following steps show clearly how to perform MIDA tools to obtain the expected 

results. 

Step 1: Build a bi-axial model.  

The bi-axial model includes the all CLT shear walls in each story with their 10-parameter 

CUREE hysteresis model which was shown in Figure 3.2. The inter-story isolation layer was 
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modeled using a bi-linear spring element corresponding to parameters shown in design point 

figures (Figure 4.8 through 4.10). All data can be assembled in a spreadsheet and then copied in a 

text file with the corresponding path (.sap) to the adopted model in SAPWood (bi-axial model). 

Then the text file including model of the CLT building with the isolation layer in specific level of 

performance is loaded in the workspace. 

Step 2: Select multiple earthquakes.  

The multiple set of the earthquakes corresponding to each seismic hazard level is added to 

the determined workspace for ground motions (Table 4.9). 

Table 4.9 Peak ground acceleration of the earthquake ground motion records used in the 
numerical validation analysis. 

No. 
Earthquake PGA (g) 

Mag. Year Name Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
1 6.7 1994 Northridge 0.227 0.527 0.785 
2 6.7 1994 Northridge 0.275 0.631 0.940 
3 7.1 1999 Duzce, Turkey 0.354 0.814 1.209 
4 7.1 1999 Hector Mine 0.249 0.576 0.859 
5 6.5 1979 Imperial Valley 0.313 0.723 1.078 
6 6.5 1979 Imperial Valley 0.251 0.579 0.863 
7 6.9 1995 Kobe, Japan 0.352 0.815 1.217 
8 6.9 1995 Kobe, Japan 0.182 0.421 0.625 
9 7.5 1999 Kocaeli, Turkey 0.155 0.356 0.531 

10 7.5 1999 Kocaeli, Turkey 0.138 0.321 0.478 
11 7.3 1992 Landers 0.113 0.261 0.390 
12 7.3 1992 Landers 0.242 0.559 0.835 
13 6.9 1989 Loma Prieta 0.334 0.771 1.150 
14 6.9 1989 Loma Prieta 0.322 0.740 1.105 
15 7.4 1990 Manjil, Iran 0.278 0.638 0.947 
16 6.5 1987 Superstition Hills 0.211 0.490 0.730 
17 6.5 1987 Superstition Hills 0.357 0.821 1.227 
18 7.0 1992 Cape Mendocino 0.307 0.708 1.054 
19 7.6 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 0.123 0.282 0.423 
20 7.6 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 0.333 0.773 1.152 
21 6.6 1971 San Fernando 0.297 0.684 1.021 
22 6.5 1976 Friuli, Italy 0.344 0.794 1.184 
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Step 3: Enter the PGA or Sa vector.  

With the ability for use of SAPWood to enter a vector of intensities, it is possible to adjust 

each component of ground motions intensity (PGA, Sa) to scale them in compliance with analysis 

expectations (essentially conducting an incremental dynamic analysis). However, if the 

earthquakes were already scaled to desired intensity levels as the selected suits of ground motion 

from ATC 63 for this study, user is just able to run a group of earthquakes as the input without 

scaling (because the scaling to DBE, MCE levels has been done in ATC 63 project), the "No scale" 

box can be checked to achieve that. 

Step 4: Set the analysis parameters.  

This includes the model type option, time step, and damping ratio. Due to the damping 

contribution of the hysteretic elements has been explicitly included in the numerical analysis, the 

simulation was conducted using only an equivalent 2% viscous damping. It should be noted that 

the time step here is used instead of a sub-step since different earthquake records might have 

different time increments. The program will automatically assign different sub-steps to each 

earthquake so that the time increment is constant for all earthquakes. A small time step is typically 

needed to ensure numerical stability when nonlinear elements are involved. 

Step 5: Choose output options.  

Using Analysis log option will provide an output file including the analysis inputs and 

parameters. MDA file option will generate a file (.MDA) with all the maximum responses 

(displacement, drift, acceleration, force, etc.) which would be the intended output for this study in 

order to check the displacement design objectives. There is also chance to obtain the output of the 
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analysis for every single analysis performed in the MIDA by checking General (.gen) and Global 

(.glo) outputs checkmarks. 

Step 6: Run the analysis.  

Since one model at a time from the selected hazard level is prepared to be analyzed under 

the multi-record earthquake, the user can hit the run button to get the analysis started. It should be 

pointed out that MDA files will be automatically generated only after all time domain analyses are 

completed. In addition, if a project name is assigned by the user, these files will be saved under 

the assigned project name. Otherwise, the program will generate a file name based on the time and 

date of the analysis automatically.  

A key factor to be considered when setting up NLTHA simulation in SAPWood is the 

correct amount of numerical damping needed. Generalized DDD method use linearized model 

with a total damping ratio of 5%. So that is the total damping of the entire system. However, in 

SAPWood numerical simulation, hysteretic damping is already modeled through bilinear spring 

explicitly, then additional numerical damping is needed to make the whole system damping equal 

to 5% damping.  

In order to determine the level of hysteresis damping, different studies have been implemented 

(Grant et al, 2005; Dwairi et al., 2006). They used a large number of real earthquake records to 

determine the equivalent hysteresis damping based on different ductility levels, effective periods 

and hysteresis rules to provide a relationship between equivalent hysteresis damping and a given 

hysteresis rule, ductility, and natural period. Priestley et al. (2007) derived such a relationship with 

the usual assumption of 5% numerical damping considered in DDD procedure application in inter-

story isolation design which can be expressed in the following form, 
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 1Chyst  (4.1) 

where the coefficient C varies between 0.1 and 0.7 depending on the hysteresis rule appropriate 

for the structure under design. Thus, in order to be in the safe side, for this study validation 

simulations the coefficient C is considered to be equal to the lower bound of the pre-defined range 

which is 0.1. By computing the ductility (μ) of the isolation layer bilinear force-displacement 

relationship for each hazard level, the equivalent hysteresis damping is almost equal to 3% for all 

inter-story isolation layer configurations. Then, to achieve 5% damping for the proposed design 

method, it is required to add 2% numerical damping to the 3D simulation analyses for design 

examples validation.  

Therefore, six models were built and analyzed according to the above steps in order to 

cover all three hazard levels for the design example validation of the 12-story CLT building with 

two location of isolation layer so that one model has the isolation layer at the 4th story, while the 

other has the isolation at the 6th story. All models were subjected to a suite of 22 earthquake records 

scaled to the three predefined hazard levels. The ground motion records and the scaling approach 

used in this study were directly adopted from the ATC 63 project, which led to the development 

of FEMA P695 document. The maximum inter-story drift of the regular story, as well as the 

maximum displacement at the isolation layer, were obtained from each simulation and plotted in 

Figures 4.11 to 4.20 in the form of the empirical Cumulative Density Function curve (CDF). It 

should be noted that for each isolation configuration, the model was analyzed for the three hazard 

level based on the DDD method resulted values for corresponding level and then the controlling 

level has been identified and the other two levels’ model analyzed again but with the controlling 

design point values. In the configuration of the 4th floor isolation, the controlling design point was 
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determined to be for hazard level one (Figures 4.14 and 4.15) as well as hazard level two for 6th 

floor isolation configuration (Figures 4.19 and 4.20).  

   
Figure 4.11 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 1 for isolation layer at 4th floor. 

 
Figure 4.12 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 2 for isolation layer at 4th floor. 
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Figure 4.13 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 3 for isolation layer at 4th floor. 

As mentioned above for 4th floor isolation layer configuration, the dominant design point 

was at level one (L1). In this regard, results in all levels reveal that maximum displacement in 

isolation layer, maximum inter-story drift in regular CLT stories and, maximum inter-story drift 

in the non-isolated building meet the target limits independently. In order to check other seismic 

hazard level cases under the dominant design point, numerical NLTHA's are then performed on 

the controlling design point (L1) using the other two performance levels suits of ground motions. 

Results are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 so that the level one (L1) design point meet the design 

criteria for hazard levels two (L2) and three (L3). 
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Figure 4.14 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 2 for isolation at 4th floor with level 1 design point. 

 
Figure 4.15 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 3 for isolation at 4th floor with level 1 design point. 

Same procedure is applied to the 6th floor isolation configuration to achieve the controlling 

seismic hazard level. The results of the NLTHA which are shown in the above figures represent 

that the hazard level one (L1) can be the choice to find the dominant design point. Then, Figures 
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4.19 and 4.20 show that the analysis on the other two levels models specified that isolation layer 

at all three levels with level 1 (L1) design point satisfy the design requirements given in Table 3.2. 

 
Figure 4.16 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 1 for isolation layer at 6th floor. 

 
Figure 4.17 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 2 for isolation layer at 6th floor. 
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Figure 4.18 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 3 for isolation layer at 6th floor. 

As being said, the following figures are the results of the maximum inter-story isolation 

drift in addition to the CLT stories drifts under earthquake ground motions specified for level 2 

(L2) and level 3 (L3) of performance using the design point obtained from hazard level 1 (L1). 

 
Figure 4.19 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 2 for isolation at 6th floor with level 1 design point. 
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Figure 4.20 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 3 for isolation at 6th floor with level 1 design point. 

Results of the numerical analyses in 12-story design example clearly showed that the 

predefined drift/displacement limits can be met for all hazard levels with the required non-

exceedance probability. The performance of the design following proposed DDD procedure is 

effective in controlling isolation layer and CLT story drifts under the pre-selected limits. The 

simulation of the CLT building without isolation layer (using the same shear wall configuration 

with the building with isolation implemented) was also conducted. It is shown that for large 

earthquakes, the added inter-story isolation can effectively reduce drift and damage at CLT stories. 

It is also necessary to point out that in the numerical analysis of all hazard levels state that the two 

drift limits for the isolation layer and regular CLT stories are remarked upon application of 

controlling design point.  

4.2 20-story building design 

The floor plan of the example building was shown in Figure 4.1. The design performance 

target which outlined in Table 3.2 was used for this set of examples. In order to validate the 
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proposed DDD approach in different design parametric settings, two different design scenarios are 

considered in this example with isolation layer at the 8th floor and at the 10th floor in the 20-story 

CLT building. By using two different isolation locations, the robustness of the proposed design 

approach is demonstrated (i.e., the proposed DDD method will work for different isolation 

configurations). The design was conducted for all three hazard levels, and the results shown all 

performance level responses. 

4.2.1 20-story DDD process and results 

In the second design example, a 20-story CLT building with the same floor plan (Figure 

4.1) is designated. It is located in Seattle, Washington with soil site class B. The design spectral 

acceleration values for all three seismic hazard levels are shown in Table 4.10 at 5% damping 

ratio. The adjustment factor (CNE) for this example to consider the Non-Exceedance (NE) 

probability of the performance level 3 in compliance with the code specification is similar to the 

previous example and is equal to 2.18. 

Table 4.10 Design spectral acceleration values for 5% damping. 
 

Hazard Level 
 

Exceedance 
Probability 

Spectral Acceleration 
Short-period 

SDS (g) 
1-second 
SD1 (g) T0 (s) TS (s) 

Level 1 50%/50yrs 0.40 0.14 0.07 0.35 
Level 2 10%/50yrs 0.92 0.32 0.07 0.35 
Level 3 2%/50yrs 1.38 0.48 0.07 0.35 

The hysteretic behavior of the CLT walls as the lateral force resisting system is similarly a 

ten-parameter spring model according to the Figure 4.2. A SAPWood model was also created for 

this case to assemble individual CLT shear walls into a building model based on the floor plan 

shear wall arrangement. Then, in order to obtain the equivalent story backbone curve as the shear 

building degree of freedom, a monotonic push-over displacement protocol was performed to the 
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story diaphragm using SAPWood SDOF identification tool for each CLT story. The equivalent 

linear stiffness for each story was computed through energy equivalency procedure which was 

completely discussed in preceding chapter.  

The 20-story CLT building is assumed to be still a residential building with a taller first 

floor. The effective seismic mass of each story including the mass of the CLT shear walls, CLT 

diaphragm and other non-structural elements such as mechanical and electrical systems mass are 

listed in Table 4.11. In addition, the story height, CLT wall length and thickness are also included 

in the table.  

Table 4.11 CLT panel dimensions with other dead load on floors in 20-story configuration.  

Story Height (ft) CLT wall length (ft) CLT Thickness (in) Other Loads 
(psf) 

Seismic 
Weight (lb) X-Dir Y-Dir 

1 16 205 280 8 20 557325 
2-5 10 205 280 8 20 523375 
6 10 205 280 4 ½  20 498620 

7-19 10 205 280 4 ½ 20 473865 
20 10 205 280 4 ½ 20 236932.5 

Likewise, the other design example, two cases of isolation location are assumed but in 

different location in a 20-story CLT building at 8th and 10th floors. The design of these two cases 

are done separately in three different seismic hazard levels with the same performance target 

(Table 3.2). The seismic mass of the isolation layer in equivalent 3DOF is set to be the half of the 

seismic mass of the isolated floor and the secant stiffness is assumed to be the 3% of the equivalent 

linear stiffness of the CLT story above before conversion to equivalent 3DOF. Then, the effective 

mass (lb) and stiffness (lb/in) of each segment at each case of analysis are calculated and shown 

in Table 4.12 to 4.17 in three consequent hazard levels. Note that all the natural frequencies of the 

top and bottom segments were calculated and given in the table but the only frequency which was 

used to in calculation of effective stiffness in each segment is the fundamental natural frequency. 
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Seismic hazard level 1 (L1) calculation results: 

Table 4.12 Calculation of the 20-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 8th floor in 
hazard level 1. 

ISO at 
8th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) 
Δ 

(in) 
meff          

(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.94×106 8.17 0.96 

4.921×103 328.45×103 1 1 

909.68 1.30×106 23.98 1.56 

909.68 1.30×106 38.64 2.16 

 909.68 1.30×106 51.94 2.76 

 909.68 1.30×106 63.31 3.36 

 845.61 1.24×106 71.56 3.96 

 390.77 1.25×106 76.10 4.56 

Isolation 
Layer 390.77 37.50×103  0.08 0.11 

Top 
Segment 

781.55 1.25×106 4.69 0.6 

7.837×103 172.17×103 1.60 0.52 

781.55 1.25×106 13.99 1.2 

781.55 1.24×106 23.10 1.8 

781.55 1.25×106 31.89 2.4 

781.55 1.25×106 40.22 3.0 

781.55 1.25×106 47.99 3.6 

781.55 1.25×106 55.11 4.2 

781.55 1.25×106 61.46 4.8 

781.55 1.25×106 66.97 5.4 

 781.55 1.25×106 71.58 6.0 

 781.55 1.25×106 75.23 6.6 

 781.55 1.25×106 77.86 7.2 

 699.18 1.24×106 79.45 7.8 
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Table 4.13 Calculation of the 20-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 10th floor 
in hazard level 1 

ISO at 
10th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) Δ (in) meff          
(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.94×106 6.59 0.96 

6.076×103 262.96×103 1 1 

909.68 1.30×106 19.06 1.56 

909.68 1.30×106 31.11 2.16 

 909.68 1.30×106 42.63 2.76 

 909.68 1.30×106 52.89 3.36 

 845.61 1.24×106 62.05 3.96 

 781.55 1.25×106 68.81 4.56 

 781.55 1.25×106 73.46 5.16 

 390.77 1.25×106 78.62 5.76 

Isolation 
Layer 390.77 37.50×103  0.06 0.15 

 

781.55 1.24×106 5.51 0.6 

6.662×103 202.15×103 1.10 0.80 

781.55 1.25×106 16.41 1.2 

781.55 1.25×106 27.00 1.8 

781.55 1.25×106 37.06 2.4 

781.55 1.25×106 46.40 3.0 

781.55 1.25×106 54.85 3.6 

781.55 1.25×106 62.26 4.2 

 781.55 1.25×106 68.50 4.8 

 781.55 1.25×106 73.46 5.4 

 781.55 1.25×106 77.07 6.0 

 699.18 1.24×106 79.25 6.6 
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Seismic hazard level 2 (L2) calculation results: 

Table 4.14 Calculation of the 20-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 8th floor in 
hazard level 2. 

ISO at 
8th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) 
Δ 

(in) 
meff          

(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.54×106 6.30 1.92 

4.921×103 195.31×103 1 1 

909.68 0.79×106 18.57 3.12 

909.68 0.79×106 30.07 4.32 

 909.68 0.79×106 40.51 5.52 

 909.68 0.79×106 49.37 6.72 

 845.61 0.77×106 55.85 7.92 

 390.77 0.78×106 59.82 9.12 

Isolation 
Layer 390.77 23.28×103  0.08 0.12 

Top 
Segment 

781.55 0.78×106 3.69 1.2 

7.837×103 106.88×103 1.59 0.55 

781.55 0.78×106 11.03 2.4 

781.55 0.78×106 18.21 3.6 

781.55 0.78×106 25.13 4.8 

781.55 0.78×106 31.69 6.0 

781.55 0.78×106 37.82 7.2 

781.55 0.78×106 43.42 8.4 

781.55 0.78×106 48.43 9.6 

781.55 0.78×106 52.77 10.8 

 781.55 0.78×106 56.40 12.0 

 781.55 0.78×106 59.27 13.2 

 781.55 0.78×106 61.35 14.4 

 699.18 0.77×106 62.60 15.6 
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Table 4.15 Calculation of the 20-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 10th floor 
in hazard level 2. 

ISO at 
10th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) Δ (in) meff          
(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.54×106 5.09 1.92 

6.076×103 157.29×103 1 1 

909.68 0.79×106 14.83 3.12 

909.68 0.79×106 24.21 4.32 

 909.68 0.79×106 33.25 5.52 

 909.68 0.79×106 41.35 6.72 

 845.61 0.77×106 48.49 7.92 

 781.55 0.78×106 53.93 9.12 

 781.55 1.25×106 57.39 10.32 

 390.77 1.25×106 61.93 11.52 

Isolation 
Layer 390.77 23.28×103  0.06 0.15 

 

781.55 0.78×106 4.34 1.2 

6.662×103 125.49×103 1.10 0.8 

781.55 0.78×106 12.94 2.4 

781.55 0.78×106 21.28 3.6 

781.55 0.78×106 29.20 4.8 

781.55 0.78×106 36.56 6.0 

781.55 0.78×106 43.22 7.2 

781.55 0.78×106 49.06 8.4 

 781.55 0.78×106 53.98 9.6 

 781.55 0.78×106 57.88 10.8 

 781.55 0.78×106 60.72 12.0 

 699.18 0.77×106 62.44 13.2 
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Seismic hazard level 3 (L3) calculation results: 

Table 4.16 Calculation of the 20-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 8th floor in 
hazard level 3. 

ISO at 
8th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) Δ (in) meff          
(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.58×106 6.52 1.76 

4.921×103 208.99×103 1 1 

909.68 0.85×106 19.21 2.86 

909.68 0.85×106 31.10 3.96 

 909.68 0.85×106 41.90 5.06 

 909.68 0.85×106 51.08 6.16 

 845.61 0.82×106 57.78 7.26 

 390.77 0.83×106 61.85 8.36 

Isolation 
Layer 390.77 24.87×103  0.08 0.11 

Top 
Segment 

781.55 0.83×106 3.82 1.1 

7.837×103 114.18×103 1.60 0.54 

781.55 0.83×106 11.40 2.2 

781.55 0.83×106 18.82 3.3 

781.55 0.83×106 25.97 4.4 

781.55 0.83×106 32.76 5.5 

781.55 0.83×106 39.09 6.6 

781.55 0.83×106 44.88 7.7 

781.55 0.83×106 50.06 8.8 

781.55 0.83×106 54.55 9.9 

 781.55 0.83×106 58.30 11 

 781.55 0.83×106 61.26 12.11 

 781.55 0.83×106 63.41 13.21 

 699.18 0.82×106 64.70 14.31 
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Table 4.17 Calculation of the 20-story CLT building properties with isolation layer at 10th floor 
in hazard level 3. 

ISO at 
10th floor 

Mass          
(lb. s2/in) K (lb/in) ωn 

(Rad/s) Δ (in) meff          
(lb. s2/in) keff (lb/in) βm βk 

Bottom 
Segment 

997.54 0.58×106 5.26 1.76 

6.076×103 168.31×103 1 1 

909.68 0.85×106 15.33 2.86 

909.68 0.85×106 25.04 3.96 

 909.68 0.85×106 34.39 5.06 

 909.68 0.85×106 42.77 6.16 

 845.61 0.82×106 50.15 7.26 

 781.55 0.83×106 55.77 8.36 

 781.55 0.83×106 59.38 9.46 

 390.77 0.83×106 64.01 10.56 

Isolation 
Layer 390.77 24.87×103  0.06 0.15 

 

781.55 0.83×106 4.49 1.1 

6.662×103 134.06×103 1.10 0.80 

781.55 0.83×106 13.37 2.2 

781.55 0.83×106 21.99 3.3 

781.55 0.83×106 30.19 4.4 

781.55 0.83×106 37.79 5.5 

781.55 0.83×106 44.68 6.6 

781.55 0.83×106 50.71 7.7 

 781.55 0.83×106 55.79 8.8 

 781.55 0.83×106 59.83 9.9 

 781.55 0.83×106 62.76 11 

 699.18 0.82×106 64.54 12.11 

Based on equivalent linearization, normalized mass and stiffness matrices are obtained for 

each design case. The mode shape vectors (φjn) and normalized natural frequencies (αn) of each 

E3DOF system are obtained through modal analyses, and the first mode shapes of the two design 
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cases in all three hazard levels were shown in Figures 4.21 to 4.23. As expected, the isolation 

layers are able to attract majority of the displacement demands. 

 
Figure 4.21 (a) 1st mode shape of the E3DOF with isolator at the 8th floor; (b) 1st mode shape of 

the E3DOF with isolator at the 10th floor (level 1).  

 
Figure 4.22 (a) 1st mode shape of the E3DOF with isolator at the 8th floor; (b) 1st mode shape of 

the E3DOF with isolator at the 10th floor (level 2).  
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Figure 4.23 (a) 1st mode shape of the E3DOF with isolator at the 8th floor; (b) 1st mode shape of 

the E3DOF with isolator at the 10th floor (level 3).  

Using the first mode values in all hazard levels, modal participation factors (Γn) and inter-

story drift factors (γjn) are calculated to construct the design displacement spectra. This was done 

by multiplying the inter-story drift factors (γ21) corresponding to the isolation layer at the first 

mode by the design displacement spectrum (Sd). The resulted design displacement spectra for both 

design cases in three different hazard levels are shown in Figures 4.24 to 4.26. Since the target 

displacement of the isolation device is pre-selected (see Table 3.3, 10 inches for 85% NE 

probability equivalent to 4.59 inches for 50% NE probability), the required equivalent natural 

period (Treq) can be found based on this displacement target, as they are shown in these figures. 

Once the required equivalent natural period is known for each level, the equivalent stiffness of the 

isolation layer (Keq)iso for each case can be computed according to the Eq. (3-19). The values of 

the required natural period and equivalent secant stiffness for isolation layer at 8th and 10th floors 

are calculated according to the Table 4.18. The dynamic behavior of the E3DOF system is close 

to that of the full 20-DOF system due to the dominance of the shear behavior of the isolation layer.  
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Table 4.18 Required natural period and isolation stiffness values for two isolation location in of 
the 20-story CLT building  

 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Isolation Treq (sec) Kreq (lb/in) Treq (sec) Kreq (lb/in) Treq (sec) Kreq (lb/in) 
At 8th floor 1.84 6.53×103 2.02 5.67×103 1.24 15.10×103 
At 10th floor 1.78 10.80×103 1.95 9.30×103 1.20 24.80×103 

 
Figure 4.24 Determination of required natural period of the isolation layer using displacement 
response spectra at hazard level 1 where (a) isolation layer is at the 8th floor and (b) isolation 

layer is at the 10th floor. 

 
Figure 4.25 Determination of required natural period of the isolation layer using displacement 
response spectra at hazard level 2 where (a) isolation layer is at the 8th floor and (b) isolation 

layer is at the 10th floor. 
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Figure 4.26 Determination of required natural period of the isolation layer using displacement 
response spectra at hazard level 3 where (a) isolation layer is at the 8th floor and (b) isolation 

layer is at the 10th floor. 

The achieved required stiffness for the isolation layer in each configuration specifies the 

secant stiffness of the isolation system at the target displacement. The design point can be obtained 

by multiplying the target displacement/drift (Table 3.2) to the required stiffness (Table 4.18). It is 

clear that the design points for different isolation location configurations and all three seismic 

hazard levels are different. The physical isolation system at the isolation layer should have a push-

over backbone curve that passes through the obtained design points. The backbone curves of the 

CLT story immediately above the isolation layer are also shown in Figures 4.27 to 4.29 to identify 

the relative strength and stiffness of the isolation layer in this example. 
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Figure 4.27 (a) The 8th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve; (b) The 

10th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve (Level 1). 

 
Figure 4.28 (a) The 8th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve; (b) The 

10th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve (Level 2). 
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Figure 4.29 (a) The 8th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve; (b) The 

10th floor isolator design point with the upper story backbone curve (Level 3). 

However, there are different ways to illustrate backbone curves so that they pass through 

the design point, a bilinear system is assumed here for further numerical validation. The yielding 

displacement (Dy) of the isolation layer is set to be ¼ inches, and the initial stiffness (k0) and post-

yielding stiffness (ky, assumed to be 1×103 (lb/in)) are selected as shown in the Figures 4.27 to 

4.29.  

4.2.2 Design validation through numerical simulation 

According to the preceding design example in this chapter, it is necessary to perform 

validation analysis through numerical simulation to verify the proposed inter-story isolation DDD 

approach. Therefore, a set of nonlinear time history analyses (NLTHA) with three suites of 

earthquake ground motions representing different hazard levels and seismic uncertainties were 

done to accredit the generalized DDD method to design isolation system characteristics. Numerical 

analyses for the 20-story CLT building with the isolation layer are directed using software program 

SAPWood (Pei et al., 2010). It should be noted that the fundamentals behind the capability of 
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performing nonlinear seismic structural analysis wood-frame structures especially CLT structures 

in SAPWood are represented within the previous design example validation section.  

Therefore, six models were simulated and analyzed according to the non-linear time history 

analysis procedure in SAPWood to validate the design example of the 20-story CLT building with 

two location of isolation layer at the 8th floor and at the 10th floor subsequently. Then, each model 

was individually subjected to three suites of 22 earthquake records representing the three 

predefined performance levels. The ground motion suites and the scaling approach used in this 

study were directly adopted from the ATC 63 project, which led to the development of FEMA 

P695 document. The maximum inter-story drift of the regular CLT stories at the presence of the 

isolation layer in the system and the maximum displacement at the isolation layers in addition to 

the 20-story CLT building inter-story drift response with no isolation layer in the building were 

achieved from each simulation results and plotted in Figures 4.30 to 4.39 in the form of the 

empirical Cumulative Density Function curve (CDF).  

The models were analyzed for the three hazard level based on the DDD method resulted 

values for corresponding level and then the controlling level has been identified and the other two 

levels’ models were evaluated again with the controlling design point value. In the building case 

with the isolation layer at the 8th floor, the controlling design point was determined to be the hazard 

level three (L3) as well as hazard level two (L2) for 10th floor isolation configuration. 
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z  
Figure 4.30 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 1 for isolation layer at 8th floor. 

 
Figure 4.31 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 2 for isolation layer at 8th floor. 
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Figure 4.32 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 3 for isolation layer at 8th floor. 

As mentioned above for 8th floor isolation layer configuration, the dominant design point 

was hazard level three (L3), which then Figures 4.33 and 4.34 are shown that the level three (L3) 

design point appropriately worked for hazard levels one (L1) and fairly for level two (L2). 

 
Figure 4.33 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 1 for isolation at 8th floor with level 3 design point. 
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Figure 4.34 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 2 for isolation at 8th floor with level 3 design point. 

Same procedure applied to the 10th floor isolation configuration to achieve the controlling 

seismic hazard level. The following figures represent that the hazard level two (L2) can be choice 

to find the dominant design point which was approved by the following figures. Figures 4.38 and 

4.39 illustrate a good performance for level one (L1) as well as good response for level three (L3). 

 
Figure 4.35 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 1 for isolation layer at 10th floor. 
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Figure 4.36 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 2 for isolation layer at 10th floor. 

 
Figure 4.37 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 3 for isolation layer at 10th floor. 
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Figure 4.38 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 1 for isolation at 10th floor with level 2 design point. 

 
Figure 4.39 CDF of inter story drift/displacement for CLT stories and isolation layer at seismic 

performance level 3 for isolation at 10th floor with level 2 design point. 

Numerical analysis results of the 20-story design example show that the predefined 

drift/displacement target limits can be satisfied for all three hazard levels with the required non-
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exceedance probability. But this requires some iterative adjustment especially for the base-

isolation layers (some of the design cases the displacement requirements were not satisfied in the 

first iteration). In other word, results demonstrate that the proposed DDD procedure is a viable and 

effective method in isolation system design and in controlling isolation layer and CLT story drifts. 

But some manual adjustment will be needed in order to have the design pass the validation through 

nonlinear time history analysis.  Although this does not significantly undermine its usefulness in 

design, the accuracy of DDD is a fundamental question that needs to be further investigated. This 

uncertainty in prediction may be related to the earthquake ground motion uncertainty included in 

a design problem. The question can be posed as how accurate will DDD be if the ground motion 

design input is given deterministically. The accuracy of DDD approach on an individual 

earthquake ground motion basis was evaluated in the next Chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5  

DETERMINISTIC DDD FOR NONLINEAR SHEAR BUILDING SYSTEMS 

Currently in earthquake engineering research, probabilistic risk analysis procedures are 

commonly applied to assess the performance of new and existing building structural systems. 

Structural design and evaluation of buildings and other facilities with regard to their ability to 

withstand the effects of earthquakes requires special considerations related to the uncertainty in 

earthquake loading itself. The deterministic seismic analysis approach in this Chapter is based on 

the calculation of responses (i.e., displacement, acceleration) given a particular earthquake ground 

motion without considering the randomness in earthquakes. In other words, this method analyzes 

the structural response using historical records of seismic events deterministically to remove the 

impact of earthquake uncertainty in DDD. In the following sections, a deterministic analysis of 

DDD is considered for three seismic hazard levels with investigation of the effects of all individual 

earthquake ground motions on the design of the structure. The objective of this analysis is to 

evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of DDD when the ground motion uncertainty is removed. 

5.1 Deterministic case 

In order to apply DDD in its most fundamental form, the structural model is assumed to be 

a two-story shear building with the effective seismic mass specified for each story. It is also 

assumed that the backbone curve of each story overall stiffness is a bi-linear force-displacement 

relationship with unknown values to be designed. In order to perform deterministic study on the 

sample building to determine the stiffness of each story, the DDD procedure is applied with some 

changes than that of utilized in the preceding chapters.  
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The target hazard levels and drift limits are assumed to be 1%, 2% and 3% of story height 

for all three hazard levels respectively. The corresponding design acceleration response spectra are 

obtained for each earthquake ground motion in all levels. This ensures the input of DDD is a real 

response spectrum that will later be tested on. Figure 5.1 illustrates a displacement response 

spectrum from level 3 of seismic performance level. 

 
Figure 5.1 Acceleration response spectrum of a ground motion from hazard level 3  

According to the assumptions of the analysis, the mass of each story is known and for a 

2DOF system specified for this analysis the mass is equal to 800 and 600 (lb. s2/in) for first and 

second degree of freedoms respectively. Then, obtaining the mass ratios, βm, is straightforward. 

By dividing all degrees of freedom mass to the first floor mass, the mass ratios are 1.0 and 0.75 

for the first and second floors. The target stiffness ratios, βk, on the other hand, must be estimated 

based on some engineering judgment or experience. For this particular study, an initial estimate 

for the ratio of the 2nd floor stiffness to the 1st floor (βk) is assumed to be equal to 0.85. Once the 

mass and stiffness ratios are determined, the normalized mass and stiffness matrices are easily 
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formed using equations (3-11) and (3-12). Next, the frequency parameters (αn) and mode shapes, 

(φn), can be solved using MATLAB eigenvalue function (Eq. 3-13). Knowing mode shapes (φn), 

the inter-story drift factors, jn, can be computed directly using equations (3-14) and (3-15). The 

values of DDD method application on the 2DOF system are shown in the Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Results of DDD method application on the 2DOF system 
DOF m (lb/g) h (in) βm βk αn φn jn 

1st 800 120 1.0 1.0 0.67 0.52 -0.78 0.74 0.26 
2nd 600 120 0.75 0.85 1.60 0.86 0.63 0.48 -0.48 

The next step in DDD procedure begins by constructing the inter-story drift spectra for 

each individual earthquake ground motions. For example, the inter-story drift spectra associated 

with 2%/50yr hazard level (Level 3) for one earthquake are shown in Figure 5-2. It shows that for 

this case the first floor governs in the case of the performance level 3. The maximum normalized 

first-story period, Treq, required to meet the 3% drift limit (equal to 3.6 inches) on the first floor is 

0.41 seconds. Additionally, it is expected that the drift at the second floor is less than 3% and equal 

to 2.38 inches. Knowing the required first-floor period Treq, the required equivalent stiffness at 

each floor is then determined using equation (3-19). It should be noted that a design optimization 

can be performed at this step so that for instance, by changing the target stiffness ratio of the second 

floor, a uniform drift distribution across the stories might be obtained. 
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Figure 5.2 Inter-story drift response spectra of 2DOF system’s floors through SRSS modal 

combination method 

By computing equivalent stiffness values for each degree of freedom, two design points 

are achieved for each earthquake ground motion (Figures 5.3 to 5.5). It is then required to draw a 

bi-linear force-displacement response so that the curve passes through the design point by 

assuming a specified yield point. It is understood that the value of the yield point will have some 

impact on structural responses. Since the procedure of choosing yield point was not explicitly 

required by current DDD procedure, four different yielding points are considered to investigate 

the effects of them on the deterministic response estimation. Using equation (3-19), four sets of 

bi-linear response are obtained based on the DDD method resulted values for each case. Such a 

deterministic study needs to be verified by performing Non-Linear Time History Analysis 

(NLTHA) simulations. It should be pointed out that this procedure is implemented on all 2DOF 

cases with their corresponding earthquake ground motion records in each hazard level. In other 

words, based on the ensembles of earthquake selected for this study from ATC-63 with 22 ground 
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motion records at each level, total of 66 models for each yielding point (4 yielding points) are built 

to be numerically verified using self-developed MATLAB codes. For instance, graphical results 

of one case (L3/eq16) are presented in Figures 5.3 to 5.6 so that the design points for the case are 

equal to 679×103 (lb) and 577×103 (lb) for 1st and 2nd floors respectively at the target inter-story 

drift of 3.6 inches (3% of the story height). The design point for all various yield points is identical 

however, the bilinear behavior of each arbitrary yield point is different. 

 
Figure 5.3 Design point and its bi-linear response with yielding point at 0.25 inches for an 

earthquake ground motion from level 3 (a) 1st floor (b) 2nd floor. 

 
Figure 5.4 Design point and its bi-linear response with yielding point at 0.5 inches for an 

earthquake ground motion from level 3 (a) 1st floor (b) 2nd floor. 
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Figure 5.5 Design point and its bi-linear response with yielding point at 1.0 inches for an 

earthquake ground motion from level 3 (a) 1st floor (b) 2nd floor. 

 
Figure 5.6 Design point and its bi-linear response with yielding point at 1.5 inches for an 

earthquake ground motion from level 3 (a) 1st floor (b) 2nd floor. 

5.2 Deterministic design example 

According to the preceding section in this chapter, a 2-story building was designed with 

given seismic mass and story heights. The stiffness of the stories needed to be determined using 

DDD procedure in three different seismic hazard levels using the exact response spectra of each 

ground motion record. It was also assumed that the resulted DDD design point for each model can 

be represented as a bi-linear force-displacement relationship. A MATLAB code is developed to 
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conduct NLTHA of the 2DOF models and the maximum drift results are plotted for each cases. 

Each model was analyzed using the exact earthquake that was considered in DDD procedure. So 

if the DDD is perfect, all the simulations should produce the target displacement. But this is 

unlikely because DDD itself does not have enough specific constraints on how to construct the 

model after the design point is obtained. Even for an elastoplastic system, one can consider 

different yielding points for the same DDD output. In this study four different yielding points were 

considered for each design. The maximum inter-story drift for each model was collected and then 

they were plotted together separately for each hazard level along with their drift limit range as 

represented in Figures 5.7 to 5.9. 

The NLTHA were performed on the 2DOF system with converted design points to the 

bilinear behavior with four different yielding points (Dy= 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 inches) at damping 

ratio equals to 2%. The amount of numerical damping ratio is assumed based on considering 

hysteresis damping and is computed according to equation (4-1). The models were analyzed using 

multi-degree of freedom shear building systems at each performance hazard level independently 

through their bilinear behavior. According to the DDD approach assumptions, the output of the 

design procedure is an equivalent linear values which represents the unknown characteristic of the 

system (equivalent stiffness here). Therefore, the models were run through their equivalent linear 

results concurrently with the bilinear simulations. It should be pointed out that the damping ratio 

in the simulations with equivalent linear DDD resulted values is considered to be similar to the 

one assumed in DDD procedure which is 5%. Since there is no hysteresis behavior in the linear 

case simulation then the damping ratio remains constant during numerical verification.  

In order to better show the perspectives of this investigation, the results of the deterministic 

displacement estimation using DDD resulted values are plotted and compared in the figures along 
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with their direct DDD results (the equivalent linear system results) values analyses output. Figure 

5.7 shows the distribution of maximum inter-story drift under earthquake records representing 

hazard level one (50%/50 years). In this level the drift limit is assumed to be 1% of the story height 

which is equal to 1.2 inches. As seen, the equivalent linear DDD resulted values response satisfied 

analysis requirements in three hazard levels with various differences from target drift limits. On 

the other hand, the results of the bilinear cases indicate that the higher yielding point creates larger 

inter-story drift but the lower yielding points show values with some distance from the limit range 

in performance level 1 (L1). It needs to be pointed out that in bilinear case, the yielding point equal 

to 1.5 inches and to some extent the one with 1 inch yielding point are out of scope of the analysis 

in this level since their models behave elastically and the difference with equivalent linear results 

is due to utilizing different damping ratio. Figure 5.8 demonstrates hazard level two (10%/50 

years) results for various yielding points. It looks like showing the same pattern as level one with 

a bit more distance between drift limit range and the bilinear results with lower yielding points. 

Yet, the equivalent linear simulation results in this level have met the design criteria with drift 

values close to 2% of story height limit. Figure 5.9 illustrates the inter-story drift contribution at 

hazard level 3 (2%/50 years) with the target drift at 3.6 inches (3% of the story height). It shows 

that the results in different yielding points for equivalent linear cases are also met the drift limit 

criteria. However, bilinear case simulation results show relatively more distance from the 

predefined range which increases by selecting smaller yielding point.  
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Figure 5.7 The distribution of the maximum inter-story drift of the 2DOF system at hazard level 

1 from NLTHA of DDD method resulted design points. 

 
Figure 5.8 The distribution of the maximum inter-story drift of the 2DOF system at hazard level 

2 from NLTHA of DDD method resulted design points. 
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Figure 5.9 The distribution of the maximum inter-story drift of the 2DOF system at hazard level 

3 from NLTHA of DDD method resulted design points. 

Differences between comparison of results at each level with their corresponding hazard 

level validation of the DDD method results in the chapter 4 of this study can be due to the 

uncertainties in DDD procedure including but not limited to application of estimated smooth 

design response spectrum than the exact response spectra used in the deterministic study. The other 

remarkable source of uncertainty in this analysis might be the selection of the yielding point and 

the assumptions lead to the construction of bilinear force-displacement relationship. In addition, 

consideration of adjustment factor (level 3 of inter-story isolation design examples) due to greater 

non-exceedance probability than specified in the code, may result in more conservative inter-story 

drift. In sum, the bilinear case results clearly indicate that the differences in the amount of inter-

story drift based on the various yielding point can be optimized to the best value of yielding point 

but might not work for all cases due to the limitations and assumptions in the design requirements. 
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5.3 DDD effectiveness among PBSD methods 

It is recognized that it is not the force but displacement, which can be directly related to 

damage. The traditional Force-Based Design (FBD) approach cannot provide the appropriate 

means for implementing concepts of Performance based Seismic Design (PBSD). The force-based 

method of design may not purposefully design structures for an intended performance level. The 

alternative approaches such as displacement-based design and performance-based seismic design 

are gradually becoming popular. Performance levels are described in terms of displacements/drift, 

as damage is better correlated to displacements/drift rather than forces. The fundamental goal of 

DDD is to obtain a structure reaching a target displacement profile when subjected to earthquakes 

consistent with a given reference response spectrum. The essence of the approach is to characterize 

structures by the effective stiffness to the design displacement, rather than the inelastic behavior 

of the buildings floors. With this, it seems that this procedure may lead to obtain conservative 

results but the deterministic study demonstrated that the DDD procedure is a reliable design 

method. It considers the displacement/drift to evaluate the performance of the structure against 

earthquake loads and then the response is achieved with higher level of safety than force-based 

design methods. It is also a handy design method that engineers and researchers can use it with no 

need to perform any complex computer modeling and analysis.  

Obtaining the results from DDD procedure and representing it in the form of bilinear may 

cause conservative results according to the predefined performance level or drift limit. In some 

cases, the restrictions enforce the design procedure to meet the design requirements in which 

results with a bit conservatively compared to the equivalent linear cases results may be acceptable.    
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE STUDIES 

6.1 Conclusions 

A performance-based seismic design method for inter-story isolation design in multistory 

high-rise CLT buildings for high seismic regions is proposed as a Direct Displacement Design 

(DDD) procedure. Although DDD is an existing methodology that has been applied to wood 

buildings, the originality of this study is to enable the displacement of inter-story isolation layers 

and the regular wood stories to be controlled explicitly through this approach. The application of 

the inter-story isolation concept to platform CLT building is also new and was proven to be viable 

numerically. The design method was applied to two example building heights including a 12-story 

and 20-story CLT building with isolation layer at 4th or 6th floors and, at 8th or 10th floors 

respectively. A set of predetermined displacement-based performance targets was used to 

showcase the robustness of proposed DDD procedure with different isolation layer configurations. 

The design examples were validated numerically through non-linear time-history analysis 

(NLTHA) using suites of 22 earthquake records using the SAPWood software. The simulation 

results in all three performance hazard levels showed that proposed DDD methodology is reliable 

and effective for controlling the deformation of both the isolation layer and the regular CLT stories. 

The performance of CLT building without isolation layer was also compared to the isolated case 

to showcase the benefit of isolation. 

Additionally, a set of deterministic studies were performed on a 2DOF system to examine 

the sensitivity of the DDD procedure to ground motion uncertainty and nonlinear response of the 

designed system. Initially, the 2DOF system was designed using DDD approach for each single 
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earthquake record in each seismic hazard level deterministically. The DDD procedure’s output 

design point was converted to a bi-linear force-displacement behavior for every single model. 

Because DDD itself does not specify how to construct a nonlinear backbone based on the design 

point, four different yielding points were considered to build the bilinear backbone curve of the 

system in order to study this sensitivity. All DDD resulted designs were numerically simulated 

using MATLAB codes developed in this study and the maximum inter-story drift of each case was 

collected. The analysis is divided to two parts which the 1st part is to evaluate the equivalent linear 

cases and 2nd is to assess the converted design points to their corresponding bilinear format. In the 

1st set of analysis, the damping ratio is similar to the initial assumption of the DDD procedure but 

in the 2nd set of analysis, the amount of hysteresis damping is calculated and subtracted from 

numerical damping ratio in numerical simulations. Results showed that DDD is an acceptable 

procedure for equivalent linear system to meet the predefined performance in each level. However, 

the bilinear cases results demonstrate inter-story drift responses quite different from drift limit by 

reducing the yielding points in bilinear models. This various yielding values assumed in the 

formation of bilinear behavior are the main source of uncertainty in this type of response which is 

a significant shortcoming of the DDD approach itself. It can also provide more trustable responses 

than force based design method due to the fact that the displacement is a better damage indicator 

than stresses. 

6.2 Recommendations for future studies 

Seismic design of tall CLT buildings is currently an on-going development world-wide. 

There has not been a universally accepted design or modeling approach for this new building type 

under large earthquakes. The use of inter-story isolation for tall CLT construction is a concept that 

has not been realized in any building projects. As an exploratory study on the subject, it should be 
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pointed out that there are other possible solutions to tall CLT building in high seismic regions. 

There are also a number of engineering challenges in realizing reliable isolation devices under 

constructability constraints, such as the uplift resisting mechanism at the isolation layer, protection 

of the isolation device against aging and deterioration, and the flexible utilities cross the isolation 

layers. It is expected that these challenges will be addressed as inter-story isolation solution be 

adopted for platform CLT construction in the near future. Additionally, the proposed DDD 

procedure has its main limitations in following aspects which can be potential studies for the 

future: 

1) Different design strategies can be effective in the design of inter-story isolation systems using 

DDD. For example, defining a special design performance level to allow inter-story isolation 

to not engage in small earthquakes when it is not necessary. 

2) While the displacement at different stories can be controlled, the procedure does not provide a 

direct way to control force transferred to isolated segments.  

3) The shortcoming of the DDD exposed in the deterministic analysis needs further study. The 

accuracy of the DDD rely on appropriate choice of backbone curve shape given the design 

point. But there is currently a lack of formal procedure in DDD on how to use the design point 

to construct backbone curves. 

4) Due to the simplification of the E3DOF method, the higher mode effects of the isolated 

segments are not considered in the study, which will have some impact on isolated segment 

forces and displacements.  

5) Although the procedure was shown to be effective through numerical examples, it has not been 

fully validated through experimental tests. 
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APPENDIX A 

SDOF System Identification 
 

To obtain the cyclic/monotonic load-displacement properties of a house system for a single 

global DOF by forcing it through a predefined displacement protocol. This option is only valid for 

biaxial models. This tool provides a way to simplify the effects of the entire lateral force resisting 

system in a floor or entire system to a single degree of freedom nonlinear spring. It can then be 

used in a simplified structural analysis or to determine the load resisting properties of the entire 

structure. The use of this analysis tool is illustrated in Figure 12 in 4 steps: 

Step 1: Load the displacement protocol file. SAPWood can only read a displacement protocol from 

displacement protocol files having the following extension (*.pro). This should be a text file that 

contains only one column of displacement values (one on each row). Examples of a protocol file 

may be found in the distributed package. 

Step 2: Select the structure model. Only a biaxial house model can be chosen in this analysis 

option. 

Step 3: Set the analysis parameters and run. The protocol can be scaled so that the maximum value 

is equal to the value input by the user. The user also needs to select the global DOF of interest. 

The sub-step here is again used to divide the original displacement increment length in the protocol 

file to obtain the analysis displacement increment. 

Step 4: The hysteresis of the global DOF can be output to a text file for future use. The file will be 

in the output directory with the extension *.ehy. 
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Fitting Procedure 
 

In order to provide the user with a tool to determine nonlinear spring model parameters 

based on an experimental hysteresis or hysteresis result from SDOF Identification. 

The use of this analysis tool is illustrated in Figure 14 in 5 steps: 

Step 1: Load the hysteresis file. Any text file with hysteresis data organized in 2 columns (first 

column is drift, second is force) can be loaded into SAPWood. The hysteresis will appear in red 

after it is loaded. 

Step 2: Choose the model type to be fitted (Linear, Bilinear, ten-parameter model used in SAWS, 

and EPHM). Once a model type is chosen, the program will automatically generate a set of trial 

parameters in the parameter list. Then the user can start with these parameters, modifying them to 

obtain a better fit. 

Step 3: Try different sets of parameters. Every time the parameters are altered, click on “fit” to see 

the results of fitting (the white line is the model hysteresis). 

Step 4: Alter parameters till satisfied. The method to alter parameters for a particular model differs 

depending on the model itself. Please refer to the model description in the appendix. 

Step 5: The user can output the plotted data to a text file so that it can be used later in other 

programs. Both the original data and the model response will be outputted. 

 


